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Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis is to explore the emerging possibilities of processing radio­
frequency (RF) or microwave signals in optical domain, which will be a key technology to 
implement next-generation mobile communication systems and future optical networks. 
Research activities include design and modelling of novel photonic architectures for pro­
cessing and filtering of RF, microwave and millimeter wave signals of the above mentioned 
applications. Investigations especially focus on two basic functions and critical require­
ments in advanced RF systems, namely: 
• Interference mitigation and high Q tunable filters. 
• Arbitrary filter transfer function generation. 
The thesis begins with a review on several state-of-the-art architectures of in-fiber RF 
signal processing and related key optical technologies. The unique capabilities offered 
by in-fiber RF signal processors for processing ultra wide-band, high-frequency signals 
directly in optical domain make them attractive options for applications in optical networks 
and wide-band microwave signal processing. However, the principal drawbacks which 
have been demonstrated so far in the in-fiber RF signal processors are their inflexible or 
expensive schemes to set tap weights and time delay. Laser coherence effects also limit 
sampling frequency and introduce additional phase-induced intensity noise. 
XXlll 
A novel MicroPhotonic based RF signal processing architecture is firstly proposed, in 
which fibre collimator arrays, Opto-VLSI processors, and a WDM combiner are integrated 
within an optical substrate. Opto-VLSI processors are used to dynamically split the input 
and pump signals, and accurately couple them into various active fiber Bragg grating 
- EDFA cavities, hence the gains and weights of numerous active fiber Bragg grating 
cavities are controlled. The new structure features high frequency resolution, arbitrary 
transfer characteristics and reconfigurable signal processing ability. However, its sampling 
frequency and weight tuning range are defined by the maximum length of EDFA in the 
cavity which is limited by laser coherency 
To understand optical coherence effects on in-fiber RF signal processing, theoretical 
analysis of RF spectral responses for different photonic RF filters are conducted. The 
combination effects of optical interference and interference of RF signals are examined 
for two types of photonic RF filters, namely, optical fiber finite impulse response (FIR) 
filter and fiber infinite impulse response (IIR) filter. Common expression of RF spectral 
responses under coherence illumination is obtained and applied to analyze the spectral 
responses of a 4-tap fiber transversal RF filter, a fiber Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity RF filter 
and a fiber recirculating delay line (RDL) filter specifically. It is shown that the frequency 
responses of all the three types of filters are sensitive to the coherence length of laser source. 
In order to generate robust transfer functions, it is necessary that the coherence length of 
laser be much shorter than the minimum unit delay line, which limits the photonic signal 
processing to very low RF frequency. 
A new laser coherence control scheme for photonic signal processing is proposed where 
an external phase modulator is employed following the laser source. By applying a pseudo 
random binary sequence (PRBS) to the phase modulator, the linewidth of laser can be 
XXlV 
tailored to the requirements of photonic RF signal processing. Experimental verification of 
this technique has been presented, and results for a photonic notch filter have demonstrated 
that the PRBS phase modulation technique enables DFB laser to be used as an optical 
source for photonic RF signal processor, with a response that is highly stable. 
We also investigate an architecture of reconfigurable RF signal processor which is free 
of coherence effects. A new integrated Micro-Photonic architecture is designed which 
integrates a Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) array, a 2D photo-receiver 
array and a multi-cavity optical substrate that generates a large number of optical true-:.. 
time delays to achieve arbitrary, high-resolution RF filter transfer characteristics with 
no phase-induced intensity noise (PIIN) . Each optical cavity can realize an adaptive FIR 
filter at specific center frequency. By tuning responses of the different optical cavities, 
a broadband adaptive FIR filter can be realized which include multi-band interference 
mitigation notch filter and high-Q bandpass filter. 
Finally, integration technologies and feasibility of the integrated MicroPhotonic RF 
signal processing architectures are generally discussed and some future works are also 
addressed. 
XXV 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Background 
With recent advances in high speed optical network, there is more demand for bandwidth. 
The conventional electrical signal processing used in the optical communication systems 
becomes a bottleneck [1 ,  2] . A great interest has been stimulated to apply optical signal 
processing in optical networks where optical router and header recognition are highly 
needed. Moreover, interests in radio-frequency (RF) communications, antenna remoting, 
optical interconnect and security systems have driven the use of photonics in RF signal 
processing. 
MicroPhotonics, the marriage of micro-electronics and photonics, is an emerging tech­
nology during the last few years as a strategic technology for implementation of multiple 
tasks related to efficient and high-speed information processing. Devices and subsystems 
have been developed to provide fundamental techniques for the currently high speed WDM 
optical communication systems. More applications of MicroPhotonics can be found in new 
areas where its combined potential capacities from the best characteristics provided by 
optics and electronics will bring more values. The two main areas that can benefit from 
1 
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photonic RF signal processing are categorized as: 
• Applications where processing RF signals emitted or received within RF systems 
in optical domain can be advantageous in comparison to more traditional RF ap­
proaches relying on circuits, waveguides and coaxial cables. These include cable 
television, remote antennas, mobile communications, imaging systems and millime-
ter wave systems. 
• Applications where direct optical processing or filtering of RF signals conveyed to-: 
gether with baseband information using optical carriers are required. These include, 
for example, Subcarrier Multiplexed (SCM) label swapping and Multi-Protocol La­
bel Switching (MPLS) in packet switched optical networks and the management of 
optical networks employing SCM control pilot tones. 
The unique capabilities offered by photonics for processing ultra wide-band, high­
frequency RF signals at optical domain make it a key technology for implementing next­
generation mobile communications systems and future optical networks. We are now at 
the dawn of a new era in which photonics will be deployed to provide ultra high-speed 
information processing capabilities. 
1 .  2 Different approaches to photonic RF signal processing 
The basic operations of photonic RF signal processing are weight control, time delay 
control, phase delay control, space summation and time summation. To realize these 
opera tions, different approaches have been developed: 
• In-Fiber technology: In-fiber RF signal processing uses optical amplifier or at­
tenuator to control the tap weights [ 3, 4] , and dispersive fiber to generate tunable 
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delay line. Wavelength-division-multiplexing combined with fiber-Bragg Grating is 
used to generate required sampling rate and delay [ 5, 6] . The general drawbacks of 
this technology include the use of multiple optical components (expensive and lossy) , 
broadcasting the light over all possible paths at one time ( enormous insertion losses) , 
and wavelength multiplexing (complex tunable lasers). 
• Silica Waveguide technology: A coherent optical transversal filter using silica­
based single mode waveguides was proposed by Sasayama and co-workers [ 7]. The 
filter can express arbitrary complex coefficients by utilizing phase information of 
optical signal, it can realize arbitrary frequency characteristics. However, its fre­
quency response is sensitive to slightly change in propagation characteristics of any 
part of optical path (length, refractive index, etc) since optical phase information is 
used to synthesize the transfer function, making it a very sensitive, non-stable and 
impractical structure. 
• Free-space optics technology: In free-space optics systems [8 ], optical delay 
lines are realized either through beam diffraction which requires physically large 
components or multiple spatial light modulators (SLMs) which are expensive and 
bulky. 
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1 .3  Demand for reconfigurable photonic RF signal process-
1ng 
The increasing demand of high quality performance for adaptive photonic RF signal pro-
cessing that can be used in recent and future access network have introduced great inter­
ests in this area. Adaptive and agile photonic RF signal processors can assist in realiz­
ing all optical processing such as optical header recognition [9] ,  optical logic and optical 
buffering/memory [ 1 0 ] .  They also find applications in signal post detecting, shaping and 
equalizing which are important functions for the next generation optical network. 
Several new application scenarios such as broadband millimeter-wave band fixed wire­
less access networks, wireless local area networks (WLANs) and radio-astronomy arrays 
have emerged, and paved the way to great opportunities for exploiting the optical beam-
forming concept. Adaptive photonic RF signal processing technologies will provide solu­
tions to obtain the beam agility of array systems with wide bandwidth, making multi-
function arrays possible with simultaneous multi-band operations. 
1 .4  Objectives of  this thesis 
In this work, novel architectures of adaptive photonic RF signal processors with high 
performance characteristics are investigated, enabling new capabilities for mobile com-
munications and future optical networks. These new architectures have the two basic 
functions: 
• Interference mitigation tunable notch filter and high Q tunable bandpass filters. 
• Arbitrary filter transfer function generation. 
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1 . 5  Contributions of this thesis 
5 
The state-of-the-art photonic technologies are explored in this thesis to design adaptive 
photonic RF signal processors. Several new architectures are proposed, achieving charac­
teristics of reconfigurable, multi-band, high-Q bandpass filters and interference mitigation 
notch filters. Within these new architectures, arbitrary filter transfer functions can be 
synthesized. The main contributions of this thesis are: 
• Propose a MicroPhotonic reconfigurable RF signal processor. Opto-VLSI processor-s 
are used to control the gain and weights of fiber-Bragg grating - EDFA cavities. 
A high-Q and tunable bandpass filter can be realized. Notch filter can also be 
synthesized through the same topology. 
• Theoretical analysis of optical coherence effects on photonic RF signal processing is 
conducted and transfer functions of RF signal processors under coherent illumination 
are obtained. The interaction between two interferences caused by optical carrier 
and modulating RF signal is examined. 
• Propose an interference suppression method for photonic RF signal processing, ex­
perimentally demonstrating that the pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS) phase 
modulation technique can be used to transform laser coherence to the requirements 
of photonic RF signal processor. 
• Investigate an integrated MicroPhotonic reconfigurable RF signal processor. Design 
the architecture with state-of-the-art integrated optical components. Some technical 
design issues are examined. The transfer function of the new architecture is fully 
reconfigurable and free of optical coherence effects. 
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1 .6  Thesis outline 
6 
This thesis is placed in a particular context. The objective of realizing fully reconfigurable 
RF signal processing free of optical coherence effects makes the skeleton of this work. 
• Chapter 2 reviews in-fiber RF signal processing technology, the current status of 
adaptive RF filter design and the state-of-the-art related optical technologies. 
• Chapter 3 discusses a MicroPhotonic reconfigurable RF signal processor in which 
Opto-VL SI processor is proposed to dynamically distribute the optical power in the 
multi-fiber-Bragg grating-EDFA cavities, hence the weighting of each cavity can be 
individually tuned. The new architecture is discussed and simulation results show 
that transfer function of the filter can be arbitrary synthesized. 
• In chapter 4, theoretical analysis of optical coherence effects on photonic RF signal 
processing is undertaken, and RF frequency responses of FIR and IIR photonic RF 
filters under coherent light illumination are studied. A 4-tap transversal filter, fiber 
Fabry-Perot filter and fiber recirculating delay line filter are examined in details 
under coherent illumination. 
• Chapter 5 demonstrates a new method to suppress coherence effects by using a 
PRBS driven external phase modulator scheme. Experimental results are presented 
to prove that this method can be used to tailor the coherence of laser to requirements 
of photonic RF signal processor. 
• Chapter 6 proposes a new integrated MicroPhotonic wideband adaptive RF filter. 
The new architecture is demonstrated and theoretical analysis shows that it can be 
fully reconfigured and is free of optical coherence effects. Interference mitigation 
notch RF filter can be realized, multi- band tunable bandpass or notch filters can 
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also be synthesized. Issues which relate to beam propagation in optical substrate 
are also investigated. 
• In chapter 7, some technical feasibilities of new architectures for photonic RF signal 
processing are assessed. We also briefly discuss future directions motivated and 
initiated by this thesis. 
Part of this work has been published and listed in Publications. 
Chapter 2 
In-Fiber RF signal processing 
In this chapter, the state-of-the-art technologies of in-fiber RF signal processing are re­
viewed and different architectures of adaptive in-fiber RF signal processing are demon­
strated. Some recent developments of key optical components for photonic RF signal 
processing are also presented. 
2 . 1  Introduction 
The possibility of processing RF and microwave signals directly in optical domain by means 
of fiber-optic based structures has attracted a lot of attentions around the world [ 11-14] . 
The main advantages of using photonics are associated with its extremely high carrier 
frequency (in the order of 2 0 0  THz) and extremely wide frequency band (in the order 
of several THz) available to accommodate a large number of communication channels. 
Small physical size, low transmission loss, immunity from electromagnetic interference 
and manageable dispersion characteristics are further advantages. 
Photonic RF signal processors are studied intensively in telecommunication systems 
8 
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for microwave signals generation, distribution and processing [13,  15,  16] ,  in fibre-radio pic­
ocellular communication systems [17-19] and in phased array radar [12, 20-22] . There are 
emerging applications in phased-array antennas, electronic warfare, ultra-fast noninvasive 
measurements and radio astronomy [23, 24] . 
With more optical fiber systems deployed in both long-distance terrestrial communi-
cation and local access networks, photonic RF signal processors will be utilized in most 
future optical communication systems. 
In this Chapter, the research field of in-fiber RF signal processing is reviewed. Section 
2.2 discusses some basic concepts of in-fiber RF signal processing. In Section 2.3, archi­
tectures of high-Q bandpass filter are discussed. Section 2.4 reviews different techniques 
to realize adaptive RF signal processing. In Section 2 .5 techniques to realize adaptive 
and coherent insensitive photonic RF filter are discussed and finally, some key optical 
technologies for photonic RF signal processing are reviewed. 
2 . 2  Basic concepts of in-fiber RF signal processors 
Antenna 
Optical signal 
processor 
Optical 
Receiver 
RF 
output 
signal 
Figure 2 . 1 :  General architecture of a photonic RF signal processor 
Figure 2 . 1  shows general architecture of an in-fiber RF signal processing system. The 
system includes an optical source, an external intensity modulator, an optical signal pro-
cessor and a square-law photodetector. 
The laser source is firstly intensity modulated by the external modulator which is driven 
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by RF information signal. The modulated optical signal is then launched into optical signal 
processor which performs a variety of linear functions on the signal. The processed signal 
can then be detected by a square-law detector, p-i-n photodiode for further processing. 
During information transmission and processing, input optical signal is processed lin­
early and the output signal is detected by the photo-detector whose photocurrent is linearly 
proportional to the optical intensity striking on its sensitive surface. The photonic RF 
signal processing system is assumed to be a linear, time-invariant system in which the 
output signal is the convolution of input signal with the impulse response of the device� 
hence, principles of classical digital signal processing can be applied. 
2.2 .1  Transfer function of in-fiber RF processor 
Since principles of photonics RF filter design bear a close relationship [ 2 5-28] with classical 
digital filter design, its transfer function can be synthesized in the similar fashion as for a 
discrete digital filter. 
According to impulse responses of photonic RF filers, they can be categorized into: 
• Finite impulse response (FIR) filters [ 29, 3 0] which exhibit an impulse response of 
finite duration. 
• Infinite impulse response (IIR) filters [ 3 1-3 3 ] ,  in which the signal is fed back through 
the system, leading to an impulse of infinite duration. 
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) in-fiber RF Filters 
The fundamental discrete FIR signal processor as shown in Figure 2. 2 has a structure in 
which successive samples of signal are delayed, weighted and summed. For an input signal 
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Delay line 
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Throughput 
Figure 2. 2: Tapped delay line with tap intervals Tm(m=l, 2, . . . . . .  N- 1) and weighting ele­
ments Wm(m=l, 2, .... .. N) 
denoted by x(t), the output y(t) is given by: 
N-1 
y(t) = L b(n)x(t - n · T) ( 2. 1) 
n=l 
where b(n) is the nth tap weight, N is the number of taps and T is the sampling period. 
Taking Z-transform of both sides of Equation 2. 1, we can have: 
Y(Z) = H(Z)X(Z) = (b( l) + b( 2)z -l + · · · b(n + l)z-N)X(Z) ( 2. 2) 
where H(Z) is filter's transfer function, constant b(i) are filter coefficients and N is filter's 
order. 
The tapped delay line can be high dispersion fibre [ 3 4], unbalanced Mach-Zehnder 
structures [ 3 5 ], arrayed waveguide grating(AWG) [ 3 6] and fiber Bragg grating [ 3 7] .  When 
RF modulated optical signals are transmit in the delay line structures, they must be able 
to be successively sampled, weighted, and then summed either in optical domain before 
photo detection or by electronic summation after detection. 
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Figure 2 .3 :  IIR in-fiber RF filter configuration. (a)  Fiber recirculating delay line with 
delay time T (b) Fiber Bragg grating Fabry-Perot Cavity filter with delay length L 
Infinity Impulse Response(IIR) in-fiber RF filters 
For an infinite impulse response (I IR) filter, the P previous samples of y(t) are weighted 
and added in as well. In other words, an I IR filter uses feedback. This is expressed 
mathematically by: 
p Q 
y(t) = L a(n)y(t - n · T) + L b(m)x(t - m · T) (2 .3) 
n=l m=l 
where a(n) is the n th tap weight , Q is the number of taps and T is sampling period. Z 
transformation of Equation 2.3 is: 
Y(Z) = H(Z)X(Z) = b( l ) z
- l + . . .  b(Q)z-Q X(Z) 
a( l )Z- 1  + · · · a (P)z-P 
(2.4) 
where H(Z) is filter's transfer function, constant a(n) , b(m) are filter coefficients and the 
order of filter is the bigger number of P and Q. 
Figure 2 .3  shows two basic configurations of IIR in-fiber RF filter. Figure 2 .3 (a)  shows 
a fiber recirculating delay line filter, consisting of a loop of fiber and optical coupler. Signals 
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introduced into one end of the delay line recirculating around the loop produce outputs 
on each transit. Figure 2. 3 (b) is another common in-fiber IIR filter which is configured 
by a pair of fiber Bragg gratings. The two gratings form a FP cavity [ 5, 3 7, 38] . 
The two basic filter structures can perform a variety of signal processing functions. 
For example, both can perform frequency filtering and their transfer function is the Z­
transform of unit sample response. Fiber recirculating delay line structures are also of 
interest in applications requiring short-term storage of discrete or analog signals. In ad­
dition to frequency filtering, tapped delay lines can perform a variety of time-domain 
operations, such as convolution, correlation, and matrix-vector multiplication [ 29, 3 1 ] . 
Using these two basic structures, more complex structures can be built, perform-
ing a wide range of frequency domain filtering [ 29, 39]. According to their frequency 
responses, they can be categorized as: low-pass filter(LPF), band-pass filter (BPF) and 
band-stop(BSF) or notch filter. 
2.2.2 Q factor and S factor 
Q factor 
A typical transversal filter's spectral response is shown in Figure 2.4. The Q factor, or 
quality factor, is defined as: 
Q
= FSR 
fl.f FWHM 
(2.5)  
where i:l.f FWHM is the frequency width at half maximum power of the passband and FSR 
is the free spectral range on which the filter exhibits periodical behavior. It is related by 
the sampling frequency Jc by: FSR = 1 /  f c · 
It is important to obtain high Q factor in some applications where information channels 
to be selected or filtered are very closely distributed or RF spectrum might be shared with 
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Figure 2.4: Quality factor Q definition of a bandpass filter 
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other applications and systems. For example, in the Universal Mobile Telecommunication 
Systems (UMTS), the channels center around 2 GHz with bandwidths of only 5 MHz. In 
other cases, this requirement can be more relaxed and the periodical pass band of the 
transversal filter does not represent additional problems because no RF signals must be 
specifically rejected or avoided in such spectral locations. 
S factor 
Shape factor S is a term used to quantify the steepness of a filter's roll-off. The filter can 
be either bandpass or notch filter. It is normally defined as: 
S = BW_60dB 
BW_3dB 
(2.6) 
. With reference to the general frequency response shape of a bandpass filter centered at 
frequency Jo , shown in Figure 2. 5. The smaller the shape factor, the steeper the filter's 
roll-off. For an ideal filter, the shape factor is unity. 
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Figure 2. 5: Shape factor S definition of a bandpass filter 
2 .3 High Q factor in-fiber RF signal processor 
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Since the first single-mode fiber-optic RF filter was demonstrated by Bowers et al [ 3 2] 
where single and two fiber optical couplers were used in the ring configuration to realize 
narrow bandpass filtering characteristic, extensive research has been focused on demon-
strating the ability of photonic RF signal processor to process or filter RF signals with 
various transfer characteristics and high bandwidth [ 3 3, 40]. 
Reports on optical amplifier application in photonic RF filters were demonstrated in 
works [ 4, 40-4 2] where different topologies were proposed and analyzed. Figure 2. 6 shows 
the first processor [ 40] which employed an optical amplifier to enable photonic RF signal 
processing with greater processing power than conventional approaches [ 4 3 ] .  An optical 
amplifier (OA) was inserted in the fiber loop within the device, which not only compensated 
optical loss but also provided an extra degree of freedom to realize all types of fiber filters. 
The transfer function of amplified fiber recirculating delay line (RDL) filter can be given 
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Figure 2. 6: Amplified fiber recirculating delay line. T: loop delay time, L: loss of the 
loop, k: coupler's coupling ratio, x (  t): input intensity , y (  t): output intensity, OA: optical 
amplifier ( 4 0) 
by: 
H(Z) = K z 
- LG(2K - 1 ) /  K 
Z - LGK 
(2.7) 
where H ( Z) is Z transformation of the filter's transfer function. Net gain of the device can 
be defined as KLG. Since gain of optical amplifier can be tuned, different types of fiber 
filter can be dynamically constructed. Figure 2. 7 shows the spectral responses of filter 
under different net gains of fiber loop. 
Although dynamically tunable transfer function of the photonic RF filter was realized, 
its tuning range is very limited because it is very hard to precisely control tap weights and 
time delay within the fixed fiber delay line. For applications like photonic reconfigurable 
RF signal processing where more precisely controlled frequency response is necessary, 
different topologies were proposed ( 3 7, 4 4, 4 5 ). 
Figure 2.8 shows one of them ( 3 7) where a pair of fiber Bragg gratings and optical am­
plifier constructed a fiber Fabry-Perot filter. Within this architecture, a high-Q microwave 
bandpass response was achieved. The filter response demonstrates high resolution, having 
a narrow-band response with Q of 3 2 5 at center frequency of about 1 GHz by properly 
setting the pump power. 
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Figure 2. 7: Spectral responses of amplified fiber RDL filter (a) Notch filter (b) Bandpass 
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Figure 2.8: Amplified fiber Bragg grating Fabry-Perot filter [ 3 7] 
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The spectral responses of in-fiber RF filters we discussed so far can be shaped more 
flexible by introducing feedback where losses can be compensated by an optical amplifier 
and they are capable of performing a variety signal processing tasks both in frequency and 
time domains, but their tunability is limited by the requirement that they can only operate 
closely to the lasing threshold. Moreover, the requirements of a minimum active section 
length within fiber loop or F-P cavity to obtain the requisite gain limits the processor's 
working frequency, hence it is clear that they are inherently inflexible since tap weight and 
basic delay time tuning are not possible within these structures. Extensive works [ 4 4 , 4 6 , 4 7] 
have been undertaken to overcome those limitations. 
With more advances in photonic technologies, more photonic RF signal processors are 
expected to be deployed in optical fiber networks, where the processing and distribution 
of wide band RF signals directly in optical domain become more attractive. Dynamic and 
adaptive photonic RF filtering provides a powerful tool. 
2.4 Adaptive RF filter 
The development of novel components makes adaptive photonic RF filters possible. The 
application of optical amplifier [ 4 ]  and electro-optic or electro-absorption [48] modulator 
allows for easy filter reconfiguration. The combination of tunable laser, fiber grating and 
high dispersion fibers has opened a novel approach to solve the problem of filter tunability. 
To tune tap weights and delay times dynamically, WDM components combined with fiber 
dispersive components were applied in photonic RF filters [ 6 ,  49, 5 0] .  
The possibility of fast tuning pass band or rejection band position in either a step by 
step or continuous way is a key feature required for transversal RF filter. In order to tune 
the RF spectral response and ensure enough Q factor or shape factor S, either the unit 
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time delay or windowing and weighting of transversal filter has to be tuned. 
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In this section we review architectures and techniques of adaptive in-fiber RF signal 
processing. 
2.4. 1 Tunable in-fiber RF filter 
In order to obtain high resolution in frequency domain of a RF filter, a large number of 
taps is required. Moreover a short sampling time is necessary in order to achieve high 
resolution in time domain. The processor's sampling frequency is determined by its unit 
time delay T and given by: 
1 
f s = -T (2 .8) 
To obtain tunable photonic RF filter with extremely high sampling frequency, several 
techniques have been proposed, which include the use of high dispersion fibers [34] , arrayed 
waveguides grating [36] , unbalanced Mach- Zehnder structures [35] and fiber grating devices 
[51] . 
Extensive researches have been carried on realizing tunability of photonic RF filter 
[34, 48 , 51-53] . Among various implementations, some works have been reported by using 
constant unit time delays, while in most cases the photonic RF filter requires a plurality 
of control signals and complicated computation algorithms to set tap weights [ 7, 33] . A 
few other implementations use time delays that are adjustable over several discrete values 
[37, 54, 55] . Continuously tunable filter will be more demanded for applications in optical 
networking. 
2.4.2 High dispersive fiber based tunable RF filter 
Frankel et al [34] firstly proposed a continuously tunable bandpass photonic RF filter. 
Their configuration is shown in Figure 2.9 where a fiber optic prism was used as variable 
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Figure 2.9: Tunable photonic RF filter with fiber optic prism [ 3 4] 
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time delay. The time-delay tuning relies on the use of a single wavelength-tunable laser 
source, external modulation and a dispersive single-mode fiber. This FIR filter is simple 
since it utilizes several taps with varying net chromatic dispersion coefficient. Tuning of 
the source wavelength alters the light velocity and, hence, the delay of optical signals. 
The effective variable time delay within this structure is associated with dispersion 
wavelength dependence of the dispersion-shifted (DS) and high-dispersion (HD) fiber. Fig-
ure 2. 1 0  shows the relationship. The measured slopes indicated the relative time delay 
as a function of wavelength, with dispersion computed as the derivative of delay versus 
wavelength and normalized to the fiber length. Figure 2. lO (squares) shows that there is 
some residual dispersion of the DS fiber that increased with wavelength. Similarly, Figure 
2. lO (crosses) shows the much higher dispersion of the HD fiber that also has some wave­
length dependence. The wavelength dependence of the dispersion affects the relationship 
between the tuning wavelength and the time delay, which is no longer linear. The use 
of near-constant dispersion HD fiber that is becoming available with prelude potential 
detrimental effects. 
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Figure 2.10:  Measured dispersion coefficient of DS fiber and HD fiber [34] 
The unit delay time within this architecture can be represented as: 
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(2.9 )  
where L)c.. = A - Ao , DHD (A) DDs (A) are the HD and DS fiber's dispersion coefficients. Its 
sampling frequency can be: fs = 1/ 6T8 • Figure 2. 1 1  shows a 8-tap filter characteristics. 
Since the laser applied in the system is a tunable laser, its wavelength can be tuned 
continuously, therefore, the sampling frequency can be varied continuously. The filter 
shows a Q of 30 and a pass band continuously tunable over 8 .9  GHz to 18.2 GHz. 
2.4.3 Fiber grating based tunable RF filter 
Photonic RF signal processing based on fiber-Bragg gratings [23, 56, 57] in conjunction 
with wavelength-division multiple(WDM) technology provides a very powerful approach, 
enabling high capacity signal processors of high resolution, wide-band and adaptability. 
The high sampling techniques using fiber grating components are demonstrated in 
Figure 2. 12. 
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Figure 2 . 1 1 :  8-tap filter characteristics. Top curves show that the comparison between 
measured (solid) and calculated (dashed) filte-r response at 1538nm. Bottom curves show 
the filter passband tuning as the wavelength varies by 1nm [34] 
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Figure 2. 12 :  High speed sampling techniques using grating elements [49] 
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• Discrete grating arrays: In Figure 2. 12 (a), the minimum unit delay time is limited 
by the minimum distance of the two adjacent gratings. The maximum sampling 
frequency 10 0 GHz (unit delay time: 10 ps) was realized through a discrete grating 
arrays [ 38 ] .  
• Superposed grating: Figure 2. 12 (b) based on multiple overwritten gratings with 
different Bragg wavelengths and coupling coefficients in the same length of fibre 
which can realize even smaller delay increments [ 58 ] .  Recently, superposed grating 
designs have been shown to be capable of realizing 3 2  time delay steps at 1 nm 
wavelength spacing with a 1 ps delay increment. The time delay step has high 
linearity with a standard deviation below 1. 7%. This delay step corresponds to a 
sampling frequency of 1 THz. 
• Chirped grating: Figure 2. 12 ( c) is based on controlling the basic unit time delay 
by changing the wavelength and shifting point of light reflection along a chirped fiber 
grating. In this structure, wavelength tuning can be fast, enabling agile programming 
capability with continuous tuning. The time delay tuning range is given by : 
�
7 = 4nL 
C 
( 2. 10) 
where n is the refractive index of the fiber, L is the length of the chirped grating and 
c is the speed of light. Changing the time delay of the discrete time signal processor 
enables the filter to be tuned. 
Figure 2.13 and 2. 14 shows the experimental setup and results reported in [ 4 6] .  It 
is based on a pair of chirped fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) and a section of active fiber. 
The filter can have high-resolution bandpass RF response and it is tunable. Its tuning 
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is obta ined v ia wavele ngth select iv ity of the Bragg grat ings . Wide , co nt inuous tu nab ility 
has bee n demo nstrated, together w ith h igh per forma nce character ist ics . A 2 0% fract io nal 
tu ning ra nge has bee n ach ieved , a nd th is ca n be read ily exte nded us ing lo nger grat ings or 
shorter cav ity . The demo nstrated tech nique is s imple a nd compact , a nd e nables w ide-ba nd 
co nt inuously tu nable filters w ith h igh Q factor a nd fast tu ning speed . 
2.4.4 AWG based tunable RF filter 
Arrayed 
Waveguide Grating 
star couplers 
A, '.l ,I \ 
J:•:
8 
'd . 1 wavegu1 e grating
F igure 2 . 1 5: Schemat ic d iagram of the wavele ngth - select ive true t ime delay co ns ist ing of 
a n  arrayed-wavegu ide grat ing de-mult iplexer in a symmetr ic feedbac k co nfigurat io n  [3 6 ]  
Tu nab il ity ca n also be ach ieved us ing a novel wavele ngth-select ive var iable t ime delay 
[3 6 ] . F igure 2 . 1 5 shows the pr inc iple of A WG true t ime delay . A s ig nal e nter ing the ce nter 
input w ill emerge from d iffere nt outputs depe nd ing o n  its opt ical wavele ngth . Each output 
is the n f ed-bac k to its symmetr ic input w ith opt ic fiber of d iffere nt le ngth . The l ight w ill 
the n be focused by the grat ing to the commo n output port . The t ime delay exper ie nced 
by d iffere nt opt ical beam is therefore a fu nct io n  of the opt ical wavele ngth . F igure 2 . 1 6 
shows the freque ncy respo nse of the filter at three d iffere nt wavele ngths . It is obv ious that 
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Figure 2.16 : Frequency responses at three different wavelengths: 1 5 48 .Snm(open square), 
1 5 5 0nm(close triangle) and 1 5 5 0.8nm (close triangle) [3 6] 
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the null of the filter can easily be tuned by changing the wavelength of optical carrier. 
2.4.5 Reconfigurable and tunable RF filter 
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To realize fully reconfigurable and tunable photonic RF filter, it is important to be able 
to control tap weights and time delays within the photonic RF filter. Several reports 
[ 7, 2 4, 48, 5 0] demonstrate reconfigurability of RF filter. 
Optical transversal RF filters using optical coherent interference can express arbitrary 
tap-weighting coefficients and therefore process signals without inherent combining power 
loss. RF Filters using optical fiber delay-line under coherent operation have been proposed 
[ 7, 29, 59], however the stability of the filter's response is not good since time delays within 
those architectures cannot be precisely determined. 
T unablle SOLIIUI 1 
Tunable source 4 
I 5•17 lS�K 154? l5SO 
Wave91glh (rm) 
(b) 
!55 I 
Figure 2.1 7: Layout of the filter with a laser array of five elements and a linearly chirped 
fiber grating [ 48] 
Capmany and co-authours [ 48 ] proposed and experimentally demonstrated a novel 
class of compact, reconfigurable, tunable transversal RF filters based on combination of 
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Figure 2.18: (a) Filter reconfigurability demonstration. (b) Filter tunability demonstration 
[48] 
a linearly chirped fiber grating and tunable laser array. The layout of their experimental 
setup is shown in Figure 2.17. The filters are fully flexible, enabling fast and independent 
reconfiguration and RF tunability. Figure 2.18 (a) and (b) show the results using a 5 
stage uniform gratings where weights are given by a truncated Gaussian window function. 
Different colors in Figure 2.18 (a) represents the filter's frequency responses by setting 
different weights from the laser sources. Figure 2.18 (b) demonstrates results obtained for 
a uniform (solid trace) filter. The filter's free spectral range has been doubled to a value of 
4.25 GHz, proving that filter tunability is possible. The carrier-suppression effect, shown 
as well in the figure, yields a spectral null around 8.5 GHz, and this is responsible for 
the suppression of the third spectral resonance in the filter. Nevertheless, this deleterious 
effect can be overcome by employing single-side band(SSB) RF modulation. 
Instead of using a tunable laser array to tune the tap weights dynamically, another 
approach using an array of 8 gratings with a tunable laser source was reported by Yu [50] . 
The use of multiple wavelength sources of variable power levels and separations have 
been proposed [24] to generate reconfigurable bandpass characteristics. The system lay 
out is displayed in Figure 2.19. 
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Figure 2. 19 :  (a) WDM processor topology. (b) Symmetric taps generated in branches 1 
to 3 [24] 
2 .5  Overview on incoherent in-fiber RF signal processing 
The in-fiber RF signal processors we discusse� so far are based on incoherent condition 
that the intensity of the modulated light outputs from all taps are summed linearly. It 
does not require any control of optical phase, therefore, it is not sensitive to external 
perturbations(e.g. , temperature, vibration and stress) .  RF signal processor working in this 
condition is stable, repetitive, and more attractive for practical implementation. However, 
one important consequence of incoherent summation is that the negative weighting of 
taps cannot be accomplished optically, and the filter always has a maximum value at a 
DC point of its frequency transfer function, therefore, its transfer characteristics can not 
be arbitrarily reconfigured. The long optical delay line applied in the filter also limits the 
filter's free spectral range(FSR) . 
In principle, high coherence laser can be utilized in photonic RF signal processing 
where coherence time Tc is longer than the unit time delay in the processor. However, 
under this working condition, the optical phase of each tap plays a predominant role in 
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the filter's frequency response, and each minor fluctuation in the propagation character­
istics of any part of optical processor (length, refraction index, etc) can introduce serious 
phase-induced intensity noise to its response. Such coherent systems can be difficult to 
implement practically and are usually more complicated [ 7) .  For this reason, coherent 
working condition which depends on the phase of optical carrier, is avoided for in-fiber 
RF signal processing. 
2.5 . 1  Multimode laser source 
To realize incoherent operation of in-fiber RF signal processing, and achieve an acceptable 
high signal-to-noise ratio, the optical source must have high power and its coherence length 
should be substantially less than the shortest unit delay in the processor, suppressing the 
undesirable coherent optical effects. 
Multimode laser diodes (MMLDs), superluminescent diodes (SLDs) and superfluorecent 
fiber sources are commercially available [29, 4 0) and can be used as the incoherent laser 
sources for photonic RF signal processing. The linewidths of these sources are broad 
enough to produce the required short coherence length. However this solution is not 
practical in the modern telecommunication applications where a high coherence laser (such 
as DFB laser) is necessary to overcome systems's dispersion effects. The broad spectral 
width of such sources will severely degrade the performance of optical communication 
system. 
2.5 .2  Coherent-to-incoherent conversion 
With more demanding from high speed optical network, all optical signal processing sub­
system becomes more important and necessary. Parolari et al in their work [2) presented a 
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Figure 2 .20: Schematic diagram of  ASE converter device [2] 
coherent-to-incoherent light conversion which is achieved by an all-optical amplified spon­
taneous emission (ASE) converter that can be locally employed before entering the fiber 
signal processing subsystem. The communication optical signal, whose carrier can have 
any spectral linewidth and most likely a narrow one, is thus locally converted into an op­
tical signal having a low coherence time. The converter employs a semiconductor optical 
amplifier (SOA) and exploits the cross-gain modulation (XGM) phenomenon. The locally 
generated ASE is cross-modulated by the incoming optical signal, and the output light 
has the same coherence time of ASE, which can be estimated in hundreds of femtoseconds. 
Figure 2.20 shows their coherence-to-incoherence converter. 
2.5 .3 Hi-Bi fiber 
Alternative schemes were demonstrated in [60, 61 J where the coherence limitation of laser 
source was removed by making use of two orthogonal polarizations in hi-birefringence 
(Hi-Bi) fiber or Hi-Bi fiber grating. In their demonstrations, polarization syntheses has 
been introduced to realize incoherent operation, thus overcoming coherence limitation and 
increasing the free spectral range of an optical fiber delay line filter. By using a Hi-Bi 
fiber Bragg grating array, a large, tunable free spectral range has been obtained. 
The experimental setup and results are shown in Figure 2 .21 .  Since only two taps can 
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Figure 2. 2 1 :  (a) Tunable configuration using Hi-Bi fiber coupler and grating array. (b) 
Reflections from a pair of Hi-Bi fiber gratings. (c) Frequency responses with tunable free 
spectral range [ 6 0] 
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be realized within this device, its tunability is very limited. 
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More works on this principle have been carried out by Yi  [62] and Chen [63] . The 
filters they proposed can be continuously tuned and operate stable. Since more tunable 
laser sources and Hi-Bi fibers or fiber gratings are used within the filters, making them 
very complicated to manipulate. These filters are also bulky and expensive. 
2.5.4 Negative tap weight generator 
The optical transversal RF filters we discussed so far are working in incoherent regime. 
Within their architectures, only positive taps or positive weighting coefficients are pos­
sible. The filter's capacity is therefore limited. Without negative taps, it is difficult to 
manipulate the complex impulse responses to synthesize the required characteristics of 
filter, for example, high bandpass or flat top characteristic filter is hard to realize. 
The technique [64] shown in Figure 2.22 uses the gain saturation in a semiconductor 
optical amplifier(SOA) to perform an inversion of analogue intensity modulation. There­
fore, negative taps and and substraction of intensity modulated signals is made possible, 
regardless of the coherent length of optical source. 
To realize negative taps in incoherent regime, an opto-electrical approach has been 
proposed, where the tap signals are detected by a pair of matched photodetectors and 
combined electrically [ 29, 64] . 
2.5 .5 Multiple wavelength WDM signal processor 
The application of multiple wavelength sources with wavelength-selective delays [65-67] 
is a powerful tool to afford the possibility of generating arbitrary transfer functions, since 
the tap weight can be implemented within the filter. Since the signals recombining at 
photodetector are at different wavelengths, the noises due to random phase noises of lasers 
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Figure 2.2 2: (a) Schematic diagram of inversion inside semiconductor optical amplifier. 
(b) Frequency response of two-tap optical transversal filter [64] 
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will appear at the beat frequency corresponding to the wavelength separation instead 
of appearing at the baseband. The beat frequency is very high and falls outside the 
bandwidth of photodetector, therefore these filters are free of laser coherence effects. 
However, for high resolution filter characteristics, this technique is impractical because 
it requires either a large number of wavelengths in accurate separation or dynamically 
apodized fiber Bragg gratings for controlling the power levels of each wavelength source. 
2 .6  Related Optical Technologies 
In this section, we discuss some key optical elements for photonic RF signal processing. 
With the rapid progress in optical technology, it will have a significant impact on photonic 
RF signal processing. 
2.6. 1 Laser source 
The development of the first laser in 19 6 0  [ 68, 69] marked a new era of optical commu­
nication. Continuously developments in semiconductor laser which can operate at room 
temperature made it a preferred source for optical communication [ 7 0]. Its capability 
of direct modulation via injected current was soon explored and has enabled the rapid 
developments of fiber optics applications in telecommunication and data communication 
with bit rates in multi-Gbit/s range. Laser diodes are also used to transmit analog signals 
over optical fibers with applications such as radar systems, cable television systems, and 
cellular systems for mobile communications. 
Recently progresses in tunable lasers integrated with electro-absorbtion modulator (EAM) 
[ 7 1] and Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) diode array make reconfigurable 
and parallel RF signal processing more economic and practicable. 
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Figure 2.23: (a) Top view of an integrated electro-optical modulator. (b) Cross section of 
millimeter-wave Ti : LiNb03 Mach-Zehnder modulator [14] 
To realize high speed and wide band RF signal processing, it is necessary to be able to 
modulate the optical source at high RF frequency with high bandwidth. External mod-
ulators are attractive because of their high performance characteristics, including broad 
modulation bandwidth, large extinction ratio, excellent spectral purity of the transmitted 
signal, high optical power handling capability and low modulation distortion. 
Interferometric modulators using lithium-niobate and GaAs technologies have been 
realized with 3 dB electrical bandwidths in excess of 40 GHz [72-75] . Figure 2.23 shows 
the configuration of a millimeter-wave bandwidth lithium-niobate modulator. Impressive 
results have also been shown for the GaAs system with 3 dB electrical bandwidths of over 
50 GHz and V1r of 13 V for a 1 cm -long modulator [73] . 
Recently, there has been strong interest in electro-optic polymer modulators with 3 dB 
electrical bandwidths exceeding 40 GHz, values of 10 V and fiber-to-fiber insertion losses 
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of 10 dB being reported [ 7 6 ] .  Operation at 110 GHz has also been demonstrated [ 7 7] .  
Electro-absorption modulators operate by converting the incident light into photo­
current in their absorbing state. Waveguide modulators using the Franz-Keldysh effect 
in bulk semiconductor materials or the quantum confined Stark effect in quantum-well 
materials have been studied extensively. Bulk modulators at 1. 5 3  µ m have achieved with 
3 dB electrical bandwidths of 5 0  GHz under 3 . 5 V drive for 20  dB extinction ratio and 
fiber-to-fiber insertion loss of about 8 dB [ 7 6]. An attractive feature of electro-absorption 
modulators is that they can be integrated with semiconductor lasers to form compact 
optical sources capable of ultrafast modulation [ 78]. 
2 .6 .3  Photodetector 
The photodetector generates an electrical current proportional to the incident optical 
power. Among its various high performance requirements, high sensitivity in the wave­
length range of interest, minimum addition of noise to the system and a fast response speed 
of sufficient bandwidth are most important. It should also be insensitive to temperature 
variation, be of compatible physical dimensions, reasonable cost and long operating life. 
Metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetectors have been used in a number of 
photonic RF systems. The main attraction has been their compatibility for integration 
with field-effect-transistor devices in optically controlled monolithic microwave integrated 
circuits(MMICs). Bandwidth as high as 78 GHz has been reported [ 79] with an external 
quantum efficiency of 7.5 % due to electrode blockage effects. Avalanche photodiodes offer 
internal gain, at the expense of higher operating voltages and temperature sensitivity. 
Using superlattice technology, 7 2  % quantum efficiency and an avalanche gain 1 0  have been 
obtained at a modulation frequency of 13 GHz and wavelength 1. 5 5  µ m [ 79]. For high­
speed operation, waveguide photodiodes with light incident parallel to the junction plane 
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have been extensively studied [8 0], with multimode designs offering 110 GHz bandwidth 
with 5 0% quantum efficiency [8 1] .  
The difficulty of interfacing photodiodes with subsequent amplifiers can be eased by 
monolithic integration, and impressive demonstrations of this technology have already 
been reported [8 2] .  
Recent progresses on photodiode array and the related technology have been reported 
by Lin [8 3 ]  where a 1 x 12 MSM photodetector array was fabricated on a semi-insulated 
GaAs wafer with the external quantum-efficiency and 3 dB bandwidth of 0.4 A/W and 
2. 648 GHz respectively. 
2.6.4 Passive components 
Passive components from which photonic circuits are built include waveguides, couplers, 
gratings, mirrors, circulators, multimode interference (MMI) devices and AWG devices. 
The developments on components based on electro-holography which uses a spatial light 
modulator (SLM) as the holographic medium technology and inventions on photonic crys­
tals [84] will certainly have great impacts on future photonic RF signal processing systems. 
2 .  7 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we reviewed various architectures and technologies of in-fiber adaptive RF 
signal processing. A survey of the latest development in relevant optical technologies is 
also covered. In next Chapter, we will present the proposed MicroPhotonic reconfigurable 
RF signal processor. 
Chapter 3 
MicroPhotonic Reconfigurable R� 
Signal Processor 
In this Chapter, we discuss the use of MicroPhotonic processors to control optical power 
distribution in photonic signal processing structures, achieving adaptive photonic RF fil­
tering with arbitrary transfer functions. A new MicroPhotonics-based photonic signal pro­
cessing architecture is presented, in which fibre collimator arrays, Opto-VLSI processors, 
and a WDM combiner are integrated within an optical substrate to control the gains and 
weights of numerous active fibre Bragg grating cavities of different lengths. MicroPhotonic 
technology provides a cost-efficient and reliable means for controlling the gains and the 
input power of the Bragg cavities. Simulation results show that a reconfigurable 6 4-cavity 
photonic filter structure can generate arbitrary transfer characteristics at RF frequencies. 
We also investigate the impact of EDFA gain fluctuations on the response stability of 
Opto-VLSI based photonic filters. 
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3 .1  Introduction 
4 0  
In last Chapter, we reviewed various technologies to realize adaptive in-fiber RF signal pro­
cessing. Existing technologies cannot meet the requirements of next-generation photonic 
RF signal processors, namely, fully reconfigurable, high-resolution and cost effective. 
MicroPhotonic integrating photonics and microelectronics technologies offers many 
advantages for RF signal processing, including the high-bandwidth capability of photonics, 
low insertion loss of optical media, the immunity to electromagnetic interference (EMI), 
and the intelligence of microelectronics. 
RF signal processing based on emerging MicroPhotonic technologies can efficiently 
achieve adaptability [8 5 ] .  To generate arbitrary RF transfer characteristics, we propose a 
novel multi-cavity structure that features high frequency resolution, precise cavity input 
signal power control, and accurate EDFA gain control. The novel structure integrates 
Opto-VLSI processors that dynamically split the input signal and pump beam and ac­
curately couple them into the various active Bragg grating-EDFA cavities, achieving a 
transversal photonic RF filter with arbitrary transfer characteristics. Results show that 
for 128-cavity MicroPhotonic filter structure, high-rejection, low-ripples tunable RF band­
pass or bandstop (notch) characteristics can be realized. 
We also investigate the impact of EDFA gain fluctuations on the response stability 
of Opto-VLSI based photonic filters, and evaluate the passband ripple level for different 
skirt rejection characteristics. Simulation results show that for a gain fluctuation of 0 . 1 
dB, and maximum allowed ripple level of 1 dB, the minimum attainable shape factor of a 
128-cavity Opto-VL SI based photonic RF filter is 5 . 5, which is 1. 5 times that attained by 
an EDFA-fluctuations-free photonic RF filter. 
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The architecture of Opto-VLSI processor consists of an array of liquid crystal (LC) cells, 
with a VLSI backplane [86,87] . Liquid crystals are generally birefringent, where the optical 
Figure 3 . 1 :  The layout of liquid crytal cell 
axes of the two indices of refraction are controlled by the electric field across the LC cell. 
Therefore, by applying voltage across the LC cell, the index of refraction in the direction 
perpendicular to the plane of the cell can be altered. Figure 3 . 1  shows the layout of a 
typical LC cell. 
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Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of Opto-VLSI processor 
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The Opto-VLSI processor can be function as both transmissive and reflective spa-
tial light modulator. We prefer to use reflective Opto-VLSI processor since it is easy to 
be integrated with its backplane VL SI circuit. A typical Opto-VLSI processor is a two-
dimensional array of pixels made of electro-optic materials. Each pixels can be addressed 
electronically and be driven individually by the electric field on it, therefore the combina­
tion of these pixels on the Opto-VLSI can yield a dynamic holographic grating structure. 
The layout of a typical Opto-VLSI is shown in Figure 3 . 2. 
3 .3  Dynamic optical beam splitting approach 
Free-space beam splitting can be accomplished by utilizing an Opto-VLSI processor, con­
sisting of an array of Liquid Crystal(L C) pixels, independently addressed by a VLSI circuit 
to generate a reflective, multicasting phase-only holographic diffraction grating, in which 
the diffraction orders are deliberately enhanced to adaptively split the power of an inci­
dent optical beam along specific directions. This multicasting capability of Opto-VLSI 
processors provides efficient intelligence in photonic RF signal processing structures . 
Incident 
Beam 
�-- Si VLSl 
Backplane 
Figure 3 . 3 :  Multicasting capabilities of Opto-VL SI processors. 
Figure 3 . 3 illustrates the multicasting potential of Opto-VL SI processors, which can 
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be fabricated by silicon processes to accommodate several hundred millions of transistors 
to drive few millions of LC pixels and process a very large number of optical beams at one 
time with high spatial resolution. Multi-phase Opto-VLSI processors can also be made 
polarization insensitive by incorporating a thin quarter-wave-plate (QWP) layer between 
the LC layer and the VLSI backplane. This latter feature makes the Opto-VLSI processor 
a competent platform for next-generation reconfigurable photonic systems. 
Fiber 
collimator 
Collimated 
beam 
Opto-VLSI processor 
(Multlcastlng mode) 
Diffracted Beams 
Col limated 
Parallel Beams 
Figure 3 .4: Routing of beams emerging from an Opto-VLSI processor operating in the 
multicasting. 
Figure 3.4 shows the principle of routing the beams diffracted from an Opto-VLSI 
processor operating in the multicasting mode. The fibre collimator converts the in-fibre 
optical signal into a collimated beam that illuminates the Opto-VLSI processor. The 
diffraction grating generated by the Opto-VLSI is set to generate high-diffraction order 
beams with variable power along specific directions . A piecewise linear lens ( or equivalently 
a prism array) is used to steer the diffracted collimated beams along parallel directions. In 
an integrated photonic structure, the piecewise linear lens is implemented as a diffractive 
optical plate, as shown in Figure 3 .4. 
Extensive researches [88, 89] have been carried out on the hologram algorithms which 
are used to generate the prescribed far-field fan-out subjecting to a phase-only constraint 
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Figure 3 . 5 :  (a) The four-phase hologram on the Opto-VLSI processor. (b) Fan-out of 
hologram 
and optimize the diffraction efficiency of the Opto-VLSI processor. Figure 3.5 (b) shows the 
simulation results of the fan-out based on different holograms (shown in Figure 3 . 5 (a)) .  
The simulation is done by the free version of Holomaster 2.0 software, with four-phase 
hologram. From the figure, it is obvious that by changing the phase distribution on the 
Opto-VLSI, the number of fan-out and the intensity of each fan-out can be controlled. In 
section 3.6 we will show some experimental results. 
3.4 Single- and Dual- Cavity photonic RF filter designs 
A single-cavity photonic bandpass filter is shown in Figure 3 .6 (a) . The transfer charac­
teristic of that filter is also depicted in Figure 3 . 6 (b). The shape factor S of the filter is 
defined as: 
S 
= BW_3odB 
BW_3dB 
(3 . 1 ) 
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where BW _3dB is the -3dB bandwidth and BW _30 is the -30dB bandwidth. For an 
ideal filter, the value of the shape factor should be as low as possible, so that the filter 
passes a certain range of frequencies and stro.ngly rejects all adjacent frequencies. 
The transfer function of the simple bandpass filter shown in Figure 3 .6 is given by 
( 3 . 2) 
where Z = exp (j 2wT J ) ,  J is the RF frequency, g is the optical gain of active region, R1 
and R2 is the first and second grating reflectivity, T = ( 2noL ) / c is the round trip delay 
time corresponding to the cavity length L that is used to set the filter center frequency, 
n0 is the fibre refractive index and c is the speed of light. Although the bandwidth of 
this structure can be controlled by the cavity closed loop gain g 2 R1 R2, its shape factor is 
independent of the loop gain, hence, it can not be customized. 
Alameh et al. [ 2 3] have demonstrated the high-skirt selectivity of a photonic bandpass 
filter structure, consisting of a pair of active Bragg-grating cavities of equal lengths and 
different gains, as shown in Figure 3. 7 (a) . The optical gain offset 6-g, which is controlled 
by the pump powers launched in the upper and lower cavities, generates a sharper bandpass 
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detector 
Figure 3 .7: (a) Topology of the dual-cav ity parallel fibre-based bandpass filter. (b) Fre­
quency response 
response around the center frequency in the lower arm than the response of the upper arm 
bandpass filter, whereas , far away from the center frequency the responses of both arms 
are nearly identical, see Figure 3 .7 (b) . By using a balanced photodetection process to 
subtract these two responses , the output response is slightly sharper around the center 
frequency than the single arm response , but most notably, response of the region far away 
from the center frequency is nearly significantly attenuated, leading to a large reduction 
in shape factor. 
3 .5  Novel, Multi-Cavity Microphotonic RF signal processor 
Figure 3.8 shows the novel, reconfigurable MicroPhotonic RF signal processor, consisting 
of N gain-offset Bragg-grating cavity pairs and an optical substrate in which two Opto-
VLSI processors , two microlens arrays, a WDM beam combiner and micro-optics are 
integrated. The cav ity lengths are the same for each pair, while pairs are assigned different 
lengths. The output collimated beam of a high-power 980 nm pump source illuminates an 
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Figure 3 .8 :  Topology of Multi-Cavity MicroPhotonic RF signal processor 
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Opto-VLSI processor, which generates a multicasting diffractive grating that diffracts the 
pump optical beam along various directions with arbitrary power distribution profile. The 
diffractive optical element (DOEl)  is optimized to transform the diffracted pump beams 
into parallel collimated beams that can easily be coupled into the output Bragg cavities 
via a fibre collimator array. The capability of Opto-VLSI processor to dynamically couple 
arbitrary pump powers into the various Bragg cavities allows precisely control of the gains 
of the EDFAs, hence reconfiguring the quality factors (Qs) of the cavities . A 1550 nm 
optical carrier is modulated by the input RF signal via an electro-optic modulator. Using 
another Opto-VLSI processor with an optimized diffractive optical element (DOE2) , the 
RF modulated optical signal is split into parallel collimated beams of arbitrary powers. 
The signal and pump collimated beams are combined with an integrated 980 - 1550 nm 
WDM combiner and coupled into the output EDFA Bragg cavity pairs via the output 
fibre collimator array. Each of the N EDFA Bragg cavity pairs consists of two cavities of 
equal lengths (but different gains) and whose output photocurrents are subtracted using a 
balanced photodetection process , making available positive and negative cavity processor 
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3.5 .1  Transfer function 
The transfer function of the MicroPhotonic processor of Figure 3 .8 is given by: 
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where o:n, 1 (2) = Pn,l(2) / Ptot is the fraction of signal power coupled into the left (right) 
cavity of the nth Bragg cavity pair, f is the RF frequency, Tl = (2n0£1 )/c is the round 
trip delay of the first cavity, c is the speed of light, no is the EDFA refractive index, 
Ln is the length assigned to the nth cavity pair, and /3n = (Ln - L1)/L1. The cavity 
length increments are chosen to cover a desired RF band over which arbitrary transfer 
characteristics can be achieved. Practically, tlie parameters /3n can be measured once the 
Bragg cavities have been fabricated. The cavity weights O:n and gains 9n are the parameters 
that can be reconfigured to optimally fit H (J) with an RF transfer characteristic target. 
3.5.2 T he impact of EDFA gain on the transfer function 
To quantitatively evaluate the impact of EDFA gain fluctuations on the RF frequency 
response, the EDFA gains can be expressed as: 
9n ,i = 9�,i (1 + kn ,i ) (3.4) 
where g�,i is the average EDFA gain of the nth cavity and kn ,i is a random variable uni­
formly distributed in the range -4-, 4- with 8g represents the maximum EDFA gain 
9n,i 9n,i 
deviation. The EDFA gain fluctuations generate undesirable ripples in the RF response. 
The level of these ripples depends on the Q of the Bragg cavities used in the filter archi-
tecture. 
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Figure 3 .9 shows the Q of a single Bragg cavity versus its closed loop gain. It is obvious 
that at low Q, the closed loop gain is small, and EDFA gain fluctuations cause insignificant 
change in the Q of the Bragg cavity, whereas at high Q, the closed loop gain is close to 
1. 0 and small EDFA gain fluctuations substantially change the Bragg cavity Q. 
3.6 Results 
In order to experimentally demonstrate the multicasting capability of the Opto-VL SI 
processor, we have set up a proof of concept experiment as shown in Figure 3.10 (a). 
A fibre collimator array was used to convert the input optical signal into a collimated 
be am. A diffraction grating plate was used to steer that beam onto the center of the 
Opto-VL SI processor, which was loaded by a multicasting hologram that diffracted the 
input collimated beam along two directions. The first direction was chosen to retrace 
the path of the input beam and hence it was coupled into the input fibre collimator port 
and routed through the circulator into the first output port. The second beam, which 
was diffracted along another direction, was coupled into the second collimator port via a 
second diffraction grating plate. A simulated annealing optimization algorithm was used 
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Figure 3 . 10 : Experimental demonstration of multicasting capability of the Opto-VLSI 
processor. 
to generate appropriate multicasting hologram which varied the power of the second beam 
while keeping the power of the first beam constant. Figure 3 . l O (b) shows the measured 
optical power at the two output ports. It is evident that adaptive optical power control 
( or equivalently filter coefficient adjustment) can be achieved through reconfiguration of 
the Opto-VLSI processor. 
Computer simulations were carried out to tune the transfer characteristics by recon-
figuring the weights and gains of the Bragg cavities of the photonic filter. Results were 
focused on reconfiguring the photonic structure to realize objectives of high-Q, low shape 
factor and multi-band bandpass RF filters. In the simulation, we assume R1 = R2 = 0. 5 .  
Figure 3 . 11 shows the responses of the individual cavity pairs for a cavity length offset 
of 1 % and optical gain offset of 6. 5%, together with the response of the simple bandpass 
filter discussed in Section 3. 4 . It is obvious that the proposed MicroPhotonic RF signal 
processor has the ability to generate narrow, low shape factor, bandpass responses over 
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Figure 3 . 11: Frequency responses of individual cavity pairs 
more than 30% bandwidth. A bandpass response of centre frequency Ji can be realized 
by: 
• driving the second Opto-VLSI processor with an appropriate phase hologram that 
diffracts the optical signal beam falling on it only along the optical axes of ith Bragg 
cavity pairs 
• driving the first Opto-VLSI processor with an suitable phase hologram that couples 
the required pump powers into the ith Bragg cavity pairs. 
By using appropriate multicasting phase holograms are generated on both Opto-VLSI 
processors, the signal and pump powers coupled into the various Bragg cavities can arbi­
trarily be adjusted to generate multiple RF responses, whose sum results in an arbitrary 
RF response. 
3 .6 .1  Bandpass filter 
Computer simulations were carried out to realize bandpass characteristic by reconfiguring 
the weights and gains of the Bragg cavities of the photonic filter. Results were focused 
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Figure 3 . 12: Frequency responses of the high gain 3 2-cavity filter. (a) No EDFA gain 
fluctuations. (b) 0 . 1 dB EDFA gain fluctuations 
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on reconfiguring the photonic structure to realize a low shape factor objective of 3 . 5. In 
the simulation, we assume R l= R 2= 0. 5, and all parameters f3n = 0. 0 0 5 .  Figure 3 . 12 
(a)shows the RF frequency response of the photonic filter, when the EDFA gains of each 
cavity pair are 1.9 7  and 1.8 7 5, respectively. The 3dB-to- 3 0dB shape factor is 3.5 5. Figure 
3. 12 (b) shows the RF frequency response when the EDFA gain fluctuations is 0. 1 dB. In 
this case, substantial passband ripples are seen for small gain fluctuations. The calculated 
standard deviation of the ripples is around 5 dB. 
Figure 3. 13 (a) shows the RF frequency response when the high and low EDFA gains 
are 1.8 7 5  and 1. 6 5, respectively. In this case the - 3 0  dB shape factor is 6. Figure 3 . 13 (b) 
shows the RF response for 0.1 dB gain fluctuations. It is evident that the ripples are 
significantly lower than those of the high-gain photonic filter. 
Figure 3.14 shows the standard deviation of the passband ripples versus the maximum 
attainable shape factor, for various EDFA gain fluctuations. It is noticeable that for a 
low shape factor objective, small EDFA gain fluctuations causes unacceptable passband 
ripples, whereas for a high shape factor target, the photonic filter is more tolerant to EDFA 
gain fluctuations. Finally, for 0.1 dB EDFA gain fluctuations and a passband ripples of 
less than 1 dB, the minimum attainable shape factor is 5 . 5 .  This is 1. 5 times higher than 
the shape factor of a gain-fluctuation-free Opto-VLSI based photonic filter. 
Figure 3 . 1 5 (a) shows the frequency response of the 6 4-cavity filter for a signal power 
profile shown in Figure 3.1 5 (b) . Also shown in Figure 3.1 5 (a) is the response of a single­
cavity filter. All parameters f3n were assumed to be 0.0 1. For each cavity-pair, the EDFA 
gains are 1.9 and 1. 3 for the high-gain cavity and low-gain cavity, respectively. The 
3 dB - to - 3 0  dB shape factors of the 6 4-cavity and the single-cavity filters are 2. 6 
and 3 0, respectively. This shows that the multi-cavity filter results in more than 10-fold 
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Figure 3 . 13: Frequency responses of the low gain 3 2-cavity filter. (a) No EDFA gain 
fluctuations, (b) 0. 1 dB EDFA gain fluctuations. 
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enhancement in shape factor, which is the highest, reported to date. 
3.6 .2 Notch filter 
The MicroPhotonic RF signal processor is also capable of generating notch characteristics, 
which are crucial for mitigating RF interference. Figure 3. 16 (a) shows a notch filter 
response of unity normalized center frequency. The high and low gains of all Bragg cavity 
pairs were 1.8 5 and 1.4 5, respectively, and a cavity length offset of 2%. The optimum 
signal power profile, which is shown in Figure 3 . 16 (b), results in more than 3 0  dB notch 
depth and less than 1 dB ripples over 6 5  % frequency band. 
Figure 3 . 17 (a) shows a notch filter response with the normalized centre frequency 
being tuned to 1. 2 2 5 .  The high and low gains of the all cavity pairs were 1.8 5 and 1.4 5, 
respectively, and a cavity length offset of 2%. The optimum signal power profile, which 
is shown in Figure 3 . 17 (b), results in more than 3 0  dB notch depth and less than 1 dB 
ripples over 6 5% frequency band. 
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Figure 3 .15: (a) Frequency responses of the 64-cavity filter (solid) and the single cavity 
filter ( dashed) .  (b) Corresponding profile of signal power coupled into the cavity ports 
versus output port number. Upper and lower cavity gains = 1.9 and 1 .3 ,  respectively. 
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A novel MicroPhotonic reconfigurable photonic RF processor has been presented. The pro­
cessor utilizes Opto-VLSI processors to generate reconfigurable diffraction gratings which 
in conjunction with optimized micro-optics, control the optical signal and pump power 
distributions in EDFA fibre Bragg grating cavities. The Opto-VLSI technology provides a 
cost-efficient and reliable means for implementing MicroPhotonic RF signal processor. Re­
sults have shown that for a 6 4-cavity structure a wide passband filter response with a shape 
factor as low as 2. 6 is feasible, which is the highest reported to date. The impact of EDFA 
gain fluctuations in Opto-VLSI-based reconfigurable photonic signal processors was also 
discussed. The use of several high-Q Bragg cavities can achieve a bandpass response with 
low shape factor. However, in high-Q Bragg cavities, small fluctuations in EDFA gains can 
cause substantial passband ripples that degrade the performance of the photonic signal 
processor. We have quantitatively evaluated the passband ripples of Opto-VLSI based 
photonic filters for different EDFA gain fluctuations. We found that low-Q Bragg cavities 
are more tolerant to the EDFA gain fluctuations than high-Q cavities. Simulation results 
showed that for gain fluctuations of 0.1 dB, and maximum allowed passband ripple level 
of 1 dB, the minimum attainable shape factor of a 3 2-cavity Opto-VLSI based photonic 
RF filter is 5 . 5, which is 1. 5 times that attained by a gain-fluctuations-free photonic RF 
filter. 
Tunable notch characteristics have also been obtained with less than 1 dB passband 
ripples over more than 6 5% operating frequency band. The results have shown that the 
new MicroPhotonic processor can be reconfigured to tune the center frequency while main­
taining a low shape factor. The processor can also be reconfigured to generate arbitrary 
characteristics. 
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The MicroPhotonic reconfigurable RF signal processor we proposed can realize the 
fully reconfigurable transfer function by controlling the intensity in each cavity of the 
filter. The tuning of the weight is limited by the length of EDFA in the cavity and it 
is sensitive to the laser coherency. In next Chapter, we analyze how the laser coherency 
affects the performance of the photonic RF filter. 
Chapter 4 
Coherence Effects on Photonic 
Signal Processor 
Laser coherence effects on photonic signal processor are investigated in this Chapter. When 
optical interference is generated due to reflections in fiber delay line or any imperfect 
connections, the interference of optical carrier and that of the modulation RF signals 
generate beat noise that falls within the RF band. These two interference effects introduce 
the phase-to-intensity noise (PIIN), causing unstable operation. 
In this Chapter, we investigate the RF frequency responses of two typical photonic 
RF filters, namely, transversal RF filter (FIR), fiber Febry-Parot cavity RF filter (IIR), and 
single-mode fiber recirculating delay line (RDL) notch filter under coherent light illumi­
nation. Results show that the coherence length of laser has a substantial impact on the 
performance of all types of photonic RF signal processors. 
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Fibers have been used to transmit radio frequency(RF) or microwave signals as delay 
lines and other signal processing elements at megahertz or gigahertz frequencies [ 29, 5 1, 
9 0]. Among the various applications of photonic RF signal processors [ 14 ] ,  one particular 
interesting a rea is the radio-frequency (RF) notch or bandpass filters which are based on 
the use of true-time delay lines [ 48, 5 5 , 6 5 ] .  
Optical interference occurs in systems under long coherence length laser illumination, 
where the delayed RF-modulated optical signals, which may be originated by multiple 
reflections, connectors, or splices in the optical systems, can be converted to intensity 
noises that fall within the RF band and cannot be filtered out. 
The analysis of phase-induced intensity noise (PIIN) has been extensively studied [91-
9 4] .  Tur and co-authors have theoretically and experimentally investigated the phased­
induced intensity noise power spectrum of a fiber recirculating loop [91] . They showed that 
this noise significantly degrades the performance of a photonic signal processor and limits 
its high-frequency operation range. Moslehi has obtained a universal expression for the 
phase-induced intensity noise of a general optical RF signal processor [9 4, 9 5 ] .  Although 
both have accurately evaluated the optical interference, both have ignored the interaction 
between the interference caused by the optical carrier and the modulating RF signal. 
In this Chapter, the RF frequency responses of photonic signal processors are analyzed 
under coherent operation. Firstly, in Section 4.2, the concept of laser coherence is intro­
duced. In Section 4 . 3, the RF frequency response of a photonic RF signal processor is 
analyzed, including the interference introduced by optical carrier and the RF modulation 
signal. General expression for the RF frequency response is obtained for a laser source of 
Lorentzian spectral line shape. Section 4. 4 investigates the RF frequency response of a 
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4-tap photonic RF filter under coherent illumination and the PIIN is analyzed. In Section 
4 . 5, we analyze a fiber Fabry-Perot cavity notch filter's response under coherent operation. 
Section 4. 6 discusses the frequency response of a fiber RDL RF notch filter, the real time 
RF frequency responses are simulated by disturbing time delay of the fixed loop in the 
range of one optical cycle time. The results show that the photonic RF filter is unstable 
under coherence operation and sensitive to the minor environmental disturbances. 
4.2 Laser coherence time 
Tl 
I 
I 
I 
E(t) 
I 
I 
I 
I ' 
E(t) 
• 
' M 
(a) 
Phase Jumps 
(b) 
T2 
� f I • 
I 
' ' 
M M M 
Figure 4 . 1: Concept of laser coherence. (a) Coherent light: The phase of the optical field is 
predictable across time interval(T 2-T l) .  (b) Low coherence light: The phase of the optical 
field is uncertain across the time interval(T 2-T l) because of random phase jumping 
The laser coherence time Tc is a measure of the spectral purity of laser frequency over 
time. In two-path interferometers, the degree to which an optical wave interferes with a 
time-delayed portion of itself depends on the coherence time of the wave with respect to 
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the optical delay. The coherence time is reduced by random events, such as spontaneous 
emission in the laser cavity, which alters the phase or frequency of the laser-output field. 
This is illustrated in Figure 4 . 1. 
In Figure 4. l (a), since the phase is predictable during the interval of time T1 - T2, the 
coherence time is longer than that of Figure 4 . 1 (b) .  In Figure 4. 1 (b) random phase changes 
cause uncertainty in the phase relation between time T1 and T2 . The coherence time, Tc, 
varies inversely with the laser linewidth, 6.v. For a Lorentzian lineshape spectrum, the 
laser coherence time is defined as 
Tc =--1r6.v 
( 4. 1) 
As laser linewidth increases, its coherence time decreases. Another parameter related to 
the laser coherence is laser coherence length L e. The coherence length of a laser is related 
to its coherence time by: 
( 4. 2) 
where, v9 is the velocity of the light within the propagation medium, v9 = _;9 , n9 is the 
group velocity index, which is approximately 1. 4 7  in optical fibers. 
As an example, consider a laser with a linewidth of 10 MHz, its coherence time and 
coherence length are about 3 2  ns and 6 . 5 m respectively. 
4.3 RF response of photonic RF signal processor 
The general architecture of a photonic RF signal processor is shown in Figure 4.3 where a 
laser source, an electro-optic modulator, an optical signal processing unit and a photode-
tector are used. 
To investigate the impact of laser coherence on RF frequency response of a photonic RF 
filter, we assume that the laser source is a DFB laser of typical Lorentzian-shape spectrum 
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Figure 4. 2: General architecture of photonic RF signal processor 
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modulated by an RF sinusoid signal. The electric field of the input RF-modulated optical 
signal is given by: 
( 4.3) 
where M is the modulation index, wo is the radian frequency of the optical source. WRF 
is the RF signal frequency and c (t )  is the slowly-varying envelop of the RF-modulated 
optical field [9 6], which is given by: 
(4.4) 
Using Wiener-Khintchine theorem, the autocorrelation function of optical field can be 
defined as: 
r (r) = r* (-r) = (c (t )c* (t - r) ) ( 4 . 5) 
where () represents an ensemble, or time-averaging process. Without loss of generality, we 
assume that c (t )  is normalized such that r (O) = 1. 
The output field Eout (t ) transmitted through the photonic delay line processor can be 
expressed as: 
( 4 . 6) 
where t �  is the delay time of the processor for each optical path. Equation 4.6 shows that 
the output field Eout (t )  impinging on the photodetector has three spectral components 
which are at wo and wo ± WRF 
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The output current is proportional to time average of the square of total optical field 
incident on the photodetector and can be expressed as < Eout(t ) E�ut(t ) >. Therefore, the 
current on the photodetector can be: 
N N 2 
I RF (t ) =< L L  knkmc (t - nT)c (t - mT) [(ej(wo (m-n )T + � (ej (wo±WRF)(m-n)T ) 
m=D n=O 
+ M (ej(wo (m-n)T±wRF (t-mT)) + ej(wo (n-m)T±wRF (t-nT)) ) 
2 
+ M
2 
(ej(wo (m-n)T±WRF [2t-(m-n)
1 12 >T] )
) > ( 4. 7) 4 
When the photodetector's response time Td is sufficiently short, that is: WRF « 1/rd « 
wo, three frequency components are dominant in the response, namely: de, w RF and 2w RF, 
which are referred to as the de, RF and second-harmonic currents, respectively. By proper 
RF filtering, the de and second-harmonic currents are usually filtered out, and will not be 
discussed here. Therefore, the RF response of the filter can be expressed in terms of its 
amplitude A RF and phase <PRF functions. 
4.4 Transversal photonic RF filter 
4.4. 1 Analysis 
( 4 .8) 
The architecture of a conventional transversal photonic RF filter is shown in Figure 4. 3 .  
The laser output is modulated by an electro-optic amplitude modulator, amplified by 
a following Erbium-Doped Fiber amplifier (EDFA) and fed into a 1 x N optical power 
splitter. The split signals are delayed and then recombined with a N x 1 optical combiner 
and then detected by a photodetector. 
For laser with a Lorentzian spectral shape, the autocorrelation function of optical field 
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Figure 4 .3 :  Configuration of the transversal RF optical filter 
Substituting Equation 4 .9 into Equation 4 . 7 yields, 
N N 
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( 4 .9) 
ARF = (L ( L knkme - lt5w(m-n)TI cos ( (m - n)woT ) (cos (mwRFT )  + cos (nwRFT ))) 2 
n=l m=l 
N N 
+ (L (L  knkme - law(m-n)TI cos ( (m - n)woT ) (sin (mwRFT )  + sin (nWRFT )))2 ( 4 . 10) 
n=O m=O 
where N is the number of optical splitter's ports. T is the unit delay time for each optical 
N 
path. ki is the coupling ratio for each branch of optical splitter and I: k/ = 1 if the 
i=l 
splitter is lossless. 
Physically, the (m - n) th term in the series is due to the interference of optical carrier 
having completed (m-n) times travel with those of frequency of w0 ±wRF having journeyed 
the optical path m times. 
For light with a very broad bandwidth, r (  T) = 0 for T /; 0. The amplitude of RF 
component can be deduced immediately from Equation 4. 1 0  and 4. 11 as : 
N N 
A (wRF, T )  = ( L 2km kn cos (mwRFT ))2 + ( L 2kmkn (sin (mWRFT )))2 
m=n=l m=n=l 
( 4 . 11) 
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The response of the filter is due to the interference of the modulation signals only. This 
is expected since the optical interference is not observable in the limit of: ow ---+ oo. 
To obtain PIIN of the photonic RF filter under coherent operation, time delay Td of T 
is introduced, in Equation 4. 10. This time delay is �sed to simulate the small disturbance 
and in the range of one optical cycle time. The PIIN can be expressed as: 
PIIN(wRF) = Maximum[A(wRp , T) - A(wRF, T - Td)] 
4.4.2 Simulation results 
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Figure 4. 4: Normalized RF frequency response of a 4-tap RF filter. 
( 4 . 12) 
Based on above discussions, Mathematica Software Package is used to simulate the 
PIIN of the conventional 4-tap RF filter. Assuming that the optical delay line in each of 
the optical path is 10 0 mm, 200  mm. 3 0 0  mm and 4 0 0  mm, the optical splitter splits the 
incoming signals evenly among its output ports therefore, k1 ,2,3,4 = 0. 5, and wavelength 
of the laser is l . 5µm. Figure 4. 4 shows the normalized frequency response of the 4-tap RF 
filter, which can be used as a band pass filter. 
Figure 4. 5 shows PIIN spectra of a 4-tap conventional photonic RF bandpass filter, 
under laser illuminations with various coherence lengths. The simulation is done under 
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Figure 4.5: Normalized phase-induced intensity noise versus the laser coherence length. 
conditions that the length of fiber delay line increases in 1 0 0mm step. The coherence length 
of laser is varied from 10m to 4 0mm. It is shown that at the peaks of RF response, the 
PIIN is quite significant. This degrades the performance of the bandpass filters seriously. 
It is also shown that when the coherence length varies from 10m to 4 0mm, the noise is 
reduced significantly over the whole RF band. 
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Figure 4. 6: Normalized maximum phase-induced intensity noise versus different coherence 
length for a 4-tap transversal filter . 
Figure 4. 6 shows the normalized maximum PIIN versus the length of the fiber unit 
delay line under laser illumination with lcoh = 1 0m. Increasing the length of the fiber 
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unit delay, the maximum PIIN is reduced. Therefore, to attain low PIIN , hence a stable 
RF filter response, the coherence length of laser must be shorter than the delay increment 
in the filter structure. The center frequency of the filter is inversely proportional to the 
length of the unit delay increment, therefore, for a given laser coherence length, the PIIN 
can only be reduced for RF filters operating at low frequencies. 
4.5 Fiber Fabry-Perot cavity notch filter 
4.5 .1  Analysis 
For a fiber Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity of length L and reflectivity r , the output electric field 
that results from the input field expressed by Equation 4. 3, is given by: 
( 4. 13) 
where t n = t - (2n - l )T and T = n9L/c is the transit time for light to traverse the cavity. 
Note that in Equation 4. 13, we have neglected the dispersion caused by the FP medium 
and assumed the reflectivity to be frequency independent. 
The RF component which is obtained from (Etr(t ) Etr(t )) is given by: 
( 4. 14) 
where 
Physically, l th term in the series is due to the interference of waves of frequency w0 having 
completed a round trip travel n times in the cavity with those of frequency wo ± w RF 
having journeyed the cavity n ± l times. 
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For a low coherence length laser, r (T) = 0 for T -=I= 0. The RF frequency response can 
be deduced directly from Equation 4.14 and 4. 1 5: 
( 4 . 16) 
This response is due to the interference of RF modulation signals only. This is obvious 
because the optical interference is not observable in the time of ow -+ oo .  The peaks of 
A RF occur at Jp = mc / ( 2n9L) , where m is an integer. For r > 3- l/4 ,  the full width 
between points of half maximum is: 
of = _c _ sin-1 v3 ( 1  
- r 4) 
P 1rn L 2r 2 g 
and it is independent of optical frequency wo. 
( 4 . 17) 
For a laser source with the Lorentzian spectral shape, after some algebra, the filter's 
frequency response can be obtained from Equation 4. 1 5  and is given by: 
A (wRF) = 
M ( l - r 2)2 r 2 e-2 (b.w-jwo)T r 2 e-2(b.w+jw0 )T 
( 1  + r 8  - 2r 4 cos 2WRFT ) l/2 2 + 1 - r 2e -2(b.w-jwo)T + 1 - r 2e- 2(b.w+jwo)T 
r 2 e-2(b.w+j(wo+wRF ))T r 2 e-2(b.w-j(wo-WRF ))T 
1 _ r 2 e-2(b.w+j(wo+wRF) )T 
+ 
1 _ r 2 e -2(b.w-j(wo-WRF) )T 
4.5 .2 Simulation results 
( 4. 18) 
Figure 4 . 7 shows the relationship of A (wRF) with the parameters: r ,  woT and !::J..wT . 
The simulations were carried out under the conditions that the wavelength of the laser is 
1. 5 µm and the reflectivity of the mirrors is 0.8 .  To illustrate the coherence effects, all 
curves are normalized with respect to the peak response of the filter. Generally, when the 
coherence length is comparable to or shorter than the length of cavity, the filter's response 
is determined mainly by the interference of RF modulation signals ( as shown in Figure 4. 7 
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Figure 4. 7: The effects of laser linewidth on RF response with the 10 0 mm cavity length. 
(a) 20 MHz. (b) 2 0 0  MHz. (c) 2 GHz 
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( c)) and they are insensitive to environment disturbances. If the coherence length increases 
to nearly 20  times of the cavity length, the noises in the response become apparent even 
when the variation of cavity length is in one wavelength range. Figure 4 . 7 (a) and (b) shows 
the responses under illumination that the linewidth of the laser is 20MHz and 200MHz 
respectively. With the linewid th decreasing ( coherence length increasing), the effects of 
the optical coherence become more evident . 
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Figure 4 .8: Normalized maximum intensity versus the ratio of L/ L eah for fiber F-P notch 
filter 
Figure 4 .8 shows the normalized maximum phase-induced intensity noise versus the 
ratiO of cavity length L and coherence length of laser L eah · It is found that when L eah < < 
100£, the coherence effects on the filter's responses become less important. 
4.6 Fiber recirculating delay line notch filter 
4.6 .1  Analysis 
The configuration of a fiber RDL processor is shown in Figure 4 .9. Its core component is 
a 2 x 2 fiber directional coupler and the relevant parameters of the coupler are shown in 
Figure 4. 10. 
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The input and output fields meet the following 2 x 2 unitary matrix which is known 
as Jones matrix. [ b1 l [ S1: S:' ] [ a1 ] 
b2 -S12 Sn a2 
( 4 . 19) 
where Su, S12  are complex variables and Sr 1 + Sr2 = 1. To count excess loss from the 
coupler, the above equation can be rewritten as Sr1 + Sr2 = 1- 'Y, where 'Y represents the 
excess power loss of the coupler. Therefore, Su and S1 2  are: 
Su v(l - 'Y) ( l - k2 ) 
jk� 
( 4. 20)  
( 4 . 2 1) 
Let L be the length of the fiber delay line, with the input field given by 4 . 3, the output 
field at the photodetector is: 
E t (t ) = I
Su l
2 
� C c (t ' ) . [ejwat� + M ej(wo+wRp)t� + M ej(wo-WRF )t� J ou 
I S I 
� n n 2 2 12 n=O 
( 4. 2 2) 
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where the length of the coupler is ignored since it is relatively short comparing to L. In 
Equation 4 . 2 2, Co = - I S 12/ S 11 l
2, Cn = S 12n for n 2'. 1 , tn' = t - nT , and T = n9L/c is 
the transmission time for the light in delay line. n9 is the refractive index of the fiber. c 
is light speed in vacuum. 
By calculating the autocorrelation of optical field, the RF component of the output 
will be: 
( 4. 2 3) 
where 
00 
( 4 . 2 4) 
. L [ (st2 )I' (l T ) e -jlwoT + (S i2 )I' (-l T ) e -jl(wo+wRF)T] 
l=l 
00 
( 4. 2 5) 
. L [ (st2 )I' (ZT ) e-jl(wo -WRF)T + ( S i2 )I' (-l T ) e-jlwoT] 
l=l 
For the laser with Lorentzian spectral shape, the filter's frequency response can be ex-
pressed as: 
A (WRF) = M(l - ,')2 ( 1  - k2)2 1 2  ( l :
2
k2 + l _ ( 1  �
-
�;:::-JWRFT ) 
1 e -JWRFT 
+ J ( 1  - ')') ( - ( 1  - ')') ( 1  - k2) + 1 - ( 1 - ')') k2 e-JW RFT ) 
[ 
-j ke-(t:.w -jwo)T j ke -(t:.w+jwo)T 
1 + j J( l - ,') ke-(!:.w -jwo)T + 1 _ j J( l _ ')' ) ke -(t:.w+jwo)T 
jke -(t:.w+j(wo+wRF ))T -jke -(t:.w+j(wo -WRF ) )T 
+ 1 - j J( l - 1) ke -(t:.w+j(wo+WRF))T + 1 + j J( l  _ 1) ke-(t:.w+j(wo -WRF))T l 
( 4.2 6) 
The first term in Equation 4. 2 6  is due to the interference of modulation signals alone. The 
effects of the optical interference are represented by the second term of w0T and i:),.wT. 
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4.6 .2 Simulation results 
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When the coherence length of optical carrier is short, the filter's frequency response can 
be simplified as: 
( 4.27) 
The fact that A (wRF ) is independent of woT is a clear indication that it is the result of 
interference of RF modulation signals only. A (wRF ) has notches at N · L = (m + !).\1 
with a minimum value of: 
( 4.28)  
If I S1 1 l 4 = I S12 l 4 + I S12 l 2 , A (wRF)min vanishes; for example, the notches become nulls. 
By choosing proper Su and S12  given in Equation 4. 2 1, the condition of generating the 
maximum notch is: k2 = 3
1�2; . In other words, sharp notches occur if the loss in the 
recirculating delay line is small and k2 = } . 
0 1 x10 • 2,<10 • 3x 10 • 
Freq:iee:,cy ( He: ) 
4 x 10 ° 5 ,.10• 
Figure 4. 11: The RF response of fiber RDL notch filter under incoherent illumination 
Figure 4. 11 depicts the RF frequency response under incoherent operation. The filter 
can work robustly and it is insensitive to the frequency or phase of optical carrier. 
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For an optical source with small linewidth, the optical interference effects represented 
in the terms of woT and b.woT can not be omitted from Equation 4 . 2 6 .  This causes the 
RF response sensitive to the environmental disturbances. 
Figure 4 . 12 shows the RF response of the fiber RDL notch filter under conditions: 
L = 100mm, k = 0. 5 7 3 2, and , = 0.0 5 with different laser linewidth that corresponds 20 
MHz, 200 MHz and 2 GHz respectively. In each figure, random loop length disturbances 
are introduced to simulate the environmental disturbance which can always be translated 
to the loop length variation. The disturbance is not longer than one wavelength. It is 
shown that the optical coherence effect is not noticeable when l eah ,...., NL . As l eah increases, 
the effect of optical interference becomes increasingly apparent. The amplitudes of filter's 
response at the notches are very sensitive to the changes in L when l eah < lOOL while the 
peaks don't change very much. 
Figure 4. 13 presents the results under the conditions that b.wo = 20M Hz, k = 0. 5 7 3 2, 
and , = 0.0 5 with different delay L. Figure 4 . 13 (a) , (b) and (c) shows the RF responses 
of delay line with 10 m, 1 m and 100 mm respectively. The stable RF frequency response 
can only be obtained when the delay line is 100 times shorter than the laser coherence 
length. This also limits the fiber RDL notch filter's working frequency to very low value. 
Figure 4 . 1 4  shows normalized maximum phase-induced intensity noise versus the ratio 
of cavity length L and the laser coherence length L eah · It is found that when L eah < < lOOL , 
the coherence effects becomes less important. 
4.7 Conclusions 
Optical coherence effects on photonic RF signal processor have been studied. The common 
expression of RF response of photonic RF filter under coherent operation is obtained. The 
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Figure 4 . 1 2: The effects of coherence length on RF response with the 0 . 1 m delay length. (a) 
20 MHz. (b) 200 MHz. (c) 2 GHz 
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Figure 4. 13: The effects of coherence length to RF response. The linewidth of the laser is 
20 MHz. (a) 10 m. (b) 1 m. (c) 0 . 1  m 
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Figure 4 . 1 4: Normalized maximum intensity versus the ratio of L/ L eah for RDL notch 
filter 
combination effects of optical interference and the interference of RF signals are examined 
for three types of photonic RF filter namely, optical fiber FIR filter ( 4-tap transversal RF 
filter) and two types of fiber IIR filters, fiber Fabry-Perot cavity RF filter and fiber RDL 
RF notch filter. 
Laser coherence can significantly affect the performance of photonic RF signal proces­
sors. The frequency responses of all in-fiber RF processors examined are sensitive to laser 
coherency. To attain a stable RF response, it is necessary that the coherence length of 
laser source be at least 100 times shorter than the minimum unit delay line of the proces-
sor. This limits the operation of photonic RF filters employing high coherent laser source 
to low RF frequency. 
In the following Chapter, we propose an new approach based on phase modulating 
laser source to suppress the PIIN in photonic RF signal processors. 
Chapter 5 
Optical coherence control for noise 
suppression in photonic signal 
processors 
In Chapter 4 ,  we analyzed laser coherence effects on the performance of photonic RF signal 
processor. The phase-induced intensity noise can be ignored when the coherence length 
of laser source is 10 0 times shorter than the unit delay line of the system. However, this 
condition limits the maximum sampling frequency of in-fiber RF filters. 
In this Chapter, we present a novel noise suppression method based on controlling the 
laser coherence property by an external phase modulator. By imposing pseudo-random 
binary sequence (PRBS) to the optical modulator, the laser linewidth can be broadened, 
leading to a shorter coherence length. Experimental results are also demonstrated, which 
verify the proposed approach. 
This Chapter is organized as following: Section 5 . 1 is an overview on coherence control 
of laser. In Section 5 . 2, we describe measurement method for laser coherency. Section 5 . 3 
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proposes the new technique to tune the laser coherence property. Section 5 . 4 introduces 
the RF frequency response measurement followed by Section 5 . 5 reports the experimental 
results in terms of laser linewidth and PIIN suppression in the fiber RDL notch filter. 
5 . 1  Laser coherence control technology 
To suppress the phase-induced intensity noise in fiber link systems, several methods have 
been proposed [9 7-99] . In the early work reported in Blauvelt [ 10 0] where the laser is 
directly modulated by a high frequency signal, therefore its coherency can be reduced, 
leading to the reduction of phase-induced intensity noise in the optical fiber link. However, 
the laser can only become totally incoherent by directly modulation under a very deep 
modulation (where the laser output is pulse-like and each pulse is incoherent with the 
previous) . 
Another method was proposed by Pepeljugoski [9 7] and its setup is shown in Figure 
5 . 1 where an external modulator was driven by a single RF tone at a frequency which is 
higher than the data bandwidth. The results showed that the noises in the fiber link at 
data frequencies were reduced. 
All previous proposals were based on suppression the PIIN in fiber-link systems instead 
of photonic RF signal processing system. 
For coherence control in photonic RF signal processing system, one on-site coherence­
to-incoherence [2] control method has been proposed as discussed in Chapter 2. 
In this Chapter, we propose a new method by applying an external phase modulator to 
the DFB laser source. The phase modulator is driven by PRBS sequence and therefore, the 
laser linewidth is broadened, hence the PIIN in photonic RF processor is suppressed. The 
advantage of our method is that we can tailor laser source coherency to the requirements 
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Figure 5 . 1 :  (a)External modulation. (b) Direct modulation 
of photonic RF processor. 
5 .2  Laser linewidth measurement 
To study laser coherence effects on photonic RF signal processors precisely, it is necessary 
to measure the linewidth of laser. 
For high coherence laser, its finite spectral width is predominantly defined by the 
phase of optical field instead of its amplitude fluctuation. The typical linewidth of a DFB 
laser is 1 0  MHz. To measure this linewidth, a typical grating-based optical spectrum 
analyzer (OSA) would not meet the resolution requirement. Other scanning filter methods 
like scanning F-P filters and interference filters are not able to achieve the high resolution 
either. 
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To solve the issue of measuring laser linewidth, delayed self-heterodyning fiber inter-
ferometer technique shown in Figure 5 . 2, was previously proposed [ 10 1, 10 2], based on 
mixing (heterodyning) the laser field with a delayed version. 
Optical Isolator 
PC: Polarization Control 
PD: Photodetector 
500m 
RF spectrum analyzer 
Figure 5 . 2: Configuration of delayed self-heterodyning technology 
Real part of field 
Figure 5.3: Construction showing that the total optical field at the detector. 
Since the main fluctuation of a laser field is that of its phase rather than amplitude, 
we can approximate the laser field at the photodetector by the phasor ( complex) represen-
tation, as illustrated in Figure 5 . 3, where, 
( 5 . 1) 
For delays t d that are considerably shorter than the coherence time Tc of laser field, 
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the magnitude of the total field phasor is a constant as shown in Figure 5. 3. Although 
the phase B (t )  varies randomly, the angle a that determines the magnitude of optical 
field Etotal depends only on the phasor difference. At the limit of t d « Tc , it does not 
change with time. The output current from the detector is constant, and nothing can be 
learned from it about the laser field spectrum. It is clear that in order to measure the 
laser spectrum, time delay t d should meet the requirement: t d » Tc , 
The field spectrum measured can be generally given by: 
Sd (J) = 
1r (J2 
!{�!) 2) 
x [ 1  -e -21rt:.fTd cos (21r f Td) -
2
{
1 
sin (21r J Td) 
1 
-
21r2 f 
e -21rt:.fTd sin (21r f Td) + 21re -21rt:.fTd �f ] ( 5 .2) 
where �f is 3d B linewidth and Td is the delay time. Assuming that the laser phase noise 
is only white noise and the propagation time of the light along the delay fiber is much 
longer than the coherent time, the measured field spectrum becomes Lorentzian function 
and can be expressed as: 
( 5 . 3) 
2.A t  
Lorentz ian Li neshapes 
Figure 5 . 4: Autocorrelation process of measurement. 
The autocorrelation process can be illustrated in Figure 5. 4. It is shown that the 3 dB 
linewidth of optical spectrum is twice that of the laser linewidth �f . 
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5 .3  Laser coherence control 
To provide a robust photonic RF filter, a new technique for optical source coherence 
control for noise suppression in photonic signal processors is designed and tested. The new 
coherence control method for RF signal processing is based on an external phase modulator 
which is driven by a PRBS signal. The drive signals can be modified to tailor the linewidth 
of laser source to the optimum value according to the requirements of photonic RF signal 
processor. 
Phase Modulator The phase modulator shown in Figure 5 . 5 has a single optical 
(a) 
V RF 
I \ \ : : 
Electrodes 
(b) 
E RF Waveguide 
Lithium Niobate 
Figure 5 . 5 :  Electro-optic phase modulator. (a) Top view, (b) Side view 
input of polarization maintaining (PM) fiber and a single optical output of PM or single­
mode (SM) fiber. In a simple phase modulator, two electrodes surround the waveguide. 
The bottom electrode is grounded while the top electrode is driven by an outside voltage 
signal. As the voltage on the top electrode changes, the refractive index of the waveguide 
changes accordingly, alternating the light as the refractive index rises and falls. While this 
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modulates the phase of the light, the output intensity remains unchanged. 
In the presence of an electric field, light traveling through the device experiences a 
change in propagation delay, 6.t = (6.nL )/c, which is equivalent to a change in the phase 
of the light at the output and it is given by 6.¢ = w6.t = (6..nwL )/c where 6.n is the 
absolute change in the refractive index due to the applied electric field, w is the optical 
frequency, L is the interaction length, and c is the speed of light in the vacuum. 
RF amplifier 
Figure 5 .6 :  Coherence Controller 
To control the laser coherency, the configuration of Figure 5 .6  is applied, where an 
external phase modulator is used after the laser. By driving the phase modulator with 
pseudo-random binary sequence(PRBS) signal, the phase distribution of laser source can 
be modulated. Since PRBS signals include a series signals at different frequencies, there­
fore, the phase modulator imparts a controlled sinusoidal optical path length change ( or 
retardation) within the modulator, thus varying the phase of output wave. This reduces 
the laser coherence length 
By reducing the coherence length of laser source in a controlled manner, a significant 
broadening of laser spectrum is obtained. Therefore, those interference effects which are 
introduced by the laser coherence in the photonic RF signal processor can essentially be 
canceled out. 
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Assuming that the laser linewidth shape is Lorentzian and the photon density doesn't 
fluctuate much in short time. Therefore the optical field on the photodetector can be 
approximated as: 
E(t) = Eo cos(w0t + m'l!(t) )e lt l /7c (5.4) 
Where m is the modulation depth of PRBS signal. '11 ( t) can be a single frequency signal 
Wm , or complex frequency signals. 
Original [ FB laser spectrum 
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Figure 5.7: The linewidth of a DFB laser with Lorentzian spectral shape 
Figure 5. 7 shows the spectrum of a DFB laser with a Lorentzian spectral shape. 
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Figure 5 .8 :  The spectral density of DFB laser with two modulation signals. 
Figure 5.8 shows the linewidth of a modulated laser where two modulation signals 
50M Hz and 556M Hz are used with modulation depth of 1 and 1 .5  respectively. It can 
be seen that the laser linewidth is enhanced. However, chirps in the laser spectrum can 
mix with the RF signals, causing distortion in the information band. In order to suppress 
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these peak frequencies, wide band RF modulation signals can be more effective. 
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Figure 5 .9 :  The spectrum density of the PRBS sequence 
To generate wide band signals, a randomly generated bit sequence at high frequency 
can be used. A truly random signal generator might be inefficient since the bandwidth of 
signal cannot be controlled in a straightforward manner. The best solution is to use pseudo 
random bit sequence (PRBS) generator which has a very long periodicity (very dense 
discrete spectral components). In addition, the use of PRBS signals has the advantage 
that they can be reproduced in the experiments. Figure 5 .9  shows spectrum of the PRBS. 
The signals in the frequency domain have si� x envelope. The first zero occurs at the clock 
frequency. The spacing of the individual spectral lines is the inverse of the period of the 
PRBS sequence. Figure 5.9 shows the spectrum of a 27 - 1 length of the PRBS signal 
with a clock frequency at 100 MHz. 
By applying the PRBS signal to the phase modulator, the laser linewidth is broadened 
as shown in Figure 5. 7. Theoretical analysis about PRBS generator can be tracked in 
reference [ 10 3] .  
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5.4 RF frequency response measurement 
In order to measure the coherence effects on the RF frequency response of photonic RF 
signal processor, a microwave network analyzer is used, which , displays the transfer char-
acteristics of the photonic RF filter in both frequency and time domains. 
Network Analyzer 
S�Parameter Test Set 
0 E1 1 - I E2 0 
01 Optical Component Test Set 02 
OUT 
Figure 5.10: Transmission measurement configuration 
A microwave(MW) vector network analyzer(VNA) was used, in conjunction with a 
high speed optical test set, including an electro-optic(E/ 0) and opto-electric( 0 /E) con-
verters as shown in Figure 5.10, where different optical devices can be inserted between 
the optical ports of 01 and 02 and then tested. The optical devices can be delay line 
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structures, waveguides, fibers, interferometers, couplers, Y-junctions,filters, attenuators, 
optical amplifiers and mirrors. 
The transfer function measured between the electrical ports E1 and E2 of VNA is the 
product of three parts, and given by: 
(5 .5) 
where H total (wRF) is the transfer function of the total system, H E;o (WRF) is the transfer 
function of E/0 components, H onur (wRF) is the transfer function of optical device under 
detection and H o;E (WRF) is the transfer function of 0/E components respectively. Since 
we are only interested in the RF frequency response of photonic device inserted between 
the optical ports 01 and 02 , the effects of H E;o (WRF) and H a;E (WRF) can be removed 
through the following network analyzer's calibration : 
H ( ) 
H tota! (WRF) 
ODUT WRF = H E;o (WRF ) H o;E (WRF) 
(5 .6) 
Similar to the definition of electrical scattering parameters, the optoelectronic S­
parameters can be defined as: 
(5 .7) 
Where: 
(5 .8) 
(5 .9) 
where I in and I tm means the incident and transmitted average optical intensities respec-
tively. WRF is the angular frequency of RF modulation while phase angles of incident and 
transmitted waves are distinguished by ¢in and </Jtm. Finally a very important fact must 
be recognized, since microwave VNAs display measured results in electrical S-parameter. 
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Due to electrical current-to-optical power and optical power-electrical current transfor-
mations in measurement system, the relation between investigated optoelectronic and the 
measured electrical S-parameters written as 
( 5 . 10) 
In our experiment, HP 8 3 4 20A Lightwave Test Set, HP8 5 1 5A S-parameter Test Set, 
HP 8 3 4 0A Synthesised Sweeper, HP 8 5 10B Network Analyzer were used and connected 
as shown in Figure 5 . 1 0 . 
5 .5  Experiments and results 
DFB Laser Phase modulator 
RF 
amplifier + 
Data Ou 
Network analyzer 
- arameter est et 
I I 
O Optical Component Test Set 
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gene rater 
0 
D 
• <  ( < ( ( ( ( ( =< < < < < < <  
Data Collection 
Figure 5 . 1 1 : Experimental setup of coherence control for photonic RF filter 
Figure 5 . 11 depicts the experimental setup for controlling the coherence length of the 
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laser source. In our experiment, we use a polarization controller in one path of the delay 
line to maximize the detected signals on the RF spectrum analyzer. In order to obtain 
high measurement resolution, a delay line difference of 2 0 0  m is necessary. 
The laser source was a single-mode Fujisitsu FLD 1 5 0F1BJ distributed feedback laser 
with a linewidth of 1 0  MHz. It had a relatively long coherence length. The laser was firstly 
modulated by a LiNb03 phase modulator with the 3 dB bandwidth of 1 0  GHz. Then 
it transmitted through the polarization controller. After that the laser passed through 
an intensity modulator which was located inside of the HP 8 3 4 20A Lightwave test set, 
then it was transmitted over the fiber recirculating delay line, and was measured by an 
optical receiver in the lightwave test set, the electrical signal was finally collected by 
network analyzer. The HP 8 51 0  network analyzer provides swept frequency modulation 
electrical signals through its portl to the intensity modulator. By measuring the transmit 
scattering parameter S21 ,  RF transfer function of the fiber RDL filter can be obtained. 
The RF frequency response can be collected by the computer through GPIB card and 
using Labview Software Package to process all the collecting data. 
We first applied two sine signals to the phase modulator. The two signal frequency 
are 8 0  MH Z and 1 6 5 MHz respectively. Figure 5 . 1 2  shows the modulated laser spectrum 
under two tone modulation. It is obvious that the laser spectrum was slightly broadened. 
Figure 5. 1 3  shows the photonic RF filter response under the illumination with two 
control signals. It is shown that stability of the RF response is slightly improved however 
a fluctuating response was still observed. 
To verify the principle of the new PRBS phase modulation technique of laser coherence 
control in relation to the requirements of the photonic signal processor, experimental setup 
of Figure 5 . 1 0  was applied. The fiber RDL notch filter employed a coupler of ratio 3 3: 6 7, 
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Figure 5.13: Measured RF filter response. 
excess loss of 5 % and a 1. 0 5  m recirculating fiber, corresponding to the FSR of 189. 5 
MHz. The optical phase modulator was driven by a PRBS sequence signal generated 
by an HP7 08 4 1B Pattern Generator 0 . 1 - 3 Gb/s. To obtain enough modulation depth 
for the PRBS control signal, the PRBS was boosted by SHF-8 4B broadband amplifier of 
bandwidth 1 0  GHz, and its maximum gain is 4 0  dB. 
The spectrum of the DFB laser, measured by self-heterodyne technique, is shown in 
Figure 5 . 1 4 .  Curve (i) in Figure 5 . 14 shows the spectrum of the DFB laser output, which 
exhibits a linewidth of 1 5  MHz. Curve (ii) in Figure 5 . 1 4  shows the spectrum of the laser 
after the PRBS phase modulation coherence control is applied. It is obvious that the 
spectrum of the laser has been transformed, and that it has been modified to around 16 0 
MHz. The PRBS sequence used to drive the phase modulator had a pattern word length 
of 27 - 1, a frequency of 2 0 0  MHz, and the phase modulation index of 1.l7r. 
The frequency responses of the photonic RF notch filter under the two illumination 
conditions are shown in Figure 5 . 1 5 . Figure 5 . 1 5 (a) shows a superposition of several 
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responses taken at sequential time intervals, when the DFB laser on its own is used as the 
optical source. The linewidth of DFB laser is comparatively small to the photonic filter's 
FSR frequency, and as expected, the resulting operation is in the coherent regime. Under 
this operation, the optical interference effects take place, it is very difficult to determine 
the exact RF response of the filter. In this case, the measured RF frequency response is 
strongly influenced by the optical source parameters and environmental conditions such as 
temperature or mechanical stress and it is extremely unstable and not suitable for practical 
applications. Figure 5 . 1 5(b) shows a superposition of responses at sequential time intervals 
when the PRBS phase modulation coherence control is applied. In this case, the source 
coherence has been transformed to the optimum value corresponding to the delay time of 
fiber RDL RF filter. The highly stable response can be observed, which is insensitive to 
small environmental disturbances, and it �lso exhibits the expected filtering behavior. 
The phase modulator controlling by the PRBS signal provides a controlled way to 
reduce the unwanted phase induced intensity noise in photonic RF signal processing sys­
tem, therefore, significantly improving the stability of photonic RF signal processing and 
makes the processor free of laser coherency limitation, hence it improves the performance 
of photonic RF signal processor. 
5 .6  Conclusions 
In this Chapter, we demonstrated a new technique of laser coherence control for noise 
suppression in photonic RF signal processors. It is based on a PRBS phase modulation 
technique that transforms the laser coherency to the requirements of the photonic RF sig­
nal processor. The advantage of this technique is that it enables high quality laser sources 
such as DFB lasers and solid state lasers, which have high signal to noise ratio(SNR) 
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and dynamic range link capabilities to be used as optical sources in photonic RF signal 
processors. 
The technique described is quite general which can tailor the laser linewidth to meet 
the requirements of photonic RF signal processors with arbitrary operating frequency. 
Experimental verification of this technique has been presented. Results have demonstrated 
that the PRBS phase modulation technique enables DFB laser to be used as an optical 
source for photonic RF signal processing, and its frequency response is highly stable. The 
new coherence control technique offers potential capability for the photonic based filters 
that they can be integrated into optical fibre microwave transmission systems. 
In the next Chapter, we will discuss an integrated Microphotonic wideband RF inter­
ference mitigation filter which simultaneously meets the two requirements of adaptive RF 
filtering, namely, coherence insensitivity and reconfigurability. 
Chapter 6 
Integrated MicroPhotonic 
wideband adaptive RF filter 
In previous chapters, we discussed the optical coherence effects on photonic RF signal pro­
cessors, and proposed a new coherence control method to suppress the PIIN in photonic 
RF signal processing adaptively. In this Chapter a novel integrated MicroPhotonic archi­
tecture that integrates a photo-receiver array, a Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser 
(VCSEL) array, and a multi-cavity optical substrate to realize a low-cost adaptive wide­
band RF filter is proposed. The new structure can be designed as multi-band adaptive 
RF notch filter or bandpass filter. Interference mitigation and high-Q can also be synthe­
sized within the new architecture. This approach is initiated by integration of photonics 
and microelectronics technologies which offers many advantages for photonic RF signal 
processing. 
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The growing demand for wireless communication services has resulted in enormous radio­
frequency interference all over the globe. For many RF applications such as square kilo­
metre array (SKA) telescope and broadband radar systems, where the level of received RF 
signal is low, RF interferences can appear within one or several information bands, thereby 
limiting the system sensitivity. Dynamic RF interference mitigation devices are crucial for 
these applications. Consider for example, the SKA telescope receives, in addition to the 
RF information signals, unwanted RF interference noises resulting from a broad portion 
of the spectrum used for commercial and military purposes. This RF interference power 
often exceeds the power of the wanted RF signal, thereby limiting the sensitivity of the 
telescope. 
A number of studies have been demonstrated in developing the photonic RF inter­
ference mitigation filters including fibre-Bragg grating based optical delay lines for the 
generation of transversal RF filters [2 3, 3 7] .  The use of multiple wavelength sources of 
variable power levels and separations has also been proposed [ 2 4] .  There are some limita­
tions of those structures either they can not suppress the phased-induced intensity noise 
or are impracticable for application. Recently, an 8 x 8 true-time delay module that in­
tegrates holographic-grating couplers and graded index (GRIN) lenses on top of optical 
substrates, has been proposed for a K-band phased array antenna beamforming [10 4] . In 
their module, a portion of the substrate guided wave is extracted out each time the wave 
encounters the output holographic-grating coupler and focused back into optical fibres. 
However, coupling the optically delayed signals into optical fibres limits the maximum 
number of delays that can be synthesized. 
In this Chapter, an integrated MicroPhotonic architecture that integrates a Vertical 
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Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) array, a 2D ultra-wideband photo-receiver array 
and a multi-cavity optical substrate is presented. The structure can generate a large 
number of optical true-time delays to achieve arbitrary, high-resolution RF filter transfer 
characteristics with no phase-induced intensity noise. Each optical cavity can realize an 
adaptive finite impulse response (FIR) filter of specific center frequency. By tuning the 
responses of the different optical cavities, a broadband adaptive FIR filter characteristic 
can be realized. 
The unique feature of this proposed approach is that all the true-time-delay optical 
substrate, optical source and receiver will be integrated into one single substrate. A 
diffractive optical element (DOE) array will be made directly into the substrate. As a 
result, it significantly reduces the device size while eliminating the most difficult packaging 
problem associated with the delicate interfaces between optical fibers and optical substrate. 
Such a monolithic approach offers great precision for the RF phase control than the fiber­
delay-lines due to the sub-micrometer accuracy of optical substrate. Also, the gain for 
each photodetector array can be individually set, making this structure more agile and 
robust. 
6.2 Architecture of interference mitigation RF filter 
Figure 6. 1 illustrates the principle of the new architecture. The input RF signal is 
converted, via electrical-to-optical converters, to many RF-modulated collimated opti­
cal beams. The RF-modulated beams are then delayed directly in optical domain via the 
optical delay generator, which generates a large number of delayed optical beams. Each 
delayed optical beam is photo-detected by an element of a photo-receiver array and ap­
propriately amplified by a post electrical- amplifier to produce a delayed RF signal with 
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Figure 6. 1: Principle of MicroPhotonic RF signal processing 
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appropriate amplitude. By combining the entire delayed RF signals, a FIR transversal 
RF filter characteristic is synthesized, which depends on the amplitudes and delay times 
of the combined RF signals. 
Figure 6. 2 shows the architecture of the MicroPhotonic RF filter. The low-noise am­
plifier (LNA) pre-amplifies the input RF signal to compensate for subsequent splitting 
loss and also to boost the modulation efficiency of the VECSEL array (where the first 
E stands for "external" ) .  The RF splitter equally splits the input RF signal into N RF 
signals, which modulate the N elements of the 1 x N 8 5 0 nm VECSEL array integrated 
on the VECSEL/photoreceiver chip. A VECSEL array can generate high optical power 
per element while maintaining fundamental mode oscillation. The diffractive optical ele-
ment (DOE) collimates and routes the Gaussian beams generated by the VECSEL array. 
Each RF-modulated collimated optical beam generated by a VECSEL element propagates 
within the optical substrate and undergoes several reflections in a cavity whose width de-
fined by one of the mirrors assigned to that VECSEL element and the DOE. Every time 
a beam bounces on the DOE, a small fraction of the power of that beam is transmitted 
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lNA 
Splitte r 
through the DOE for detection and amplification by an element of the wideband photore­
ceiver array that is integrated on the VECSEL/photoreceiver chip, while the remaining 
large fraction is reflected and routed to for subsequent delayed photodetection. An RF 
combiner adds (or subtracts) the amplified RF photocurrents to generate the output RF 
signal. 
6 .3  Transfer function 
To easily comprehend the ability of the integrated MicroPhotonic RF filter to reconfigure 
its transfer characteristic, we examine the impulse response of the filter by driving the 
input with an RF impulse. In this case, each VECSEL element of the VECSEL array 
generates an optical impulse of power P0 . The optical impulse propagating inside an 
optical cavity of length Lm is sampled at a frequency: 
(6 . 1 )  
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where d is the spacing between the photo-receiver elements, and v is the speed of light 
inside the cavity. The power of the reflected impulse after n photo-detections is Po Rn and 
that of the transmitted impulse is: Po( l - R)Rn , where R is the reflectivity of the DOE. 
For example, if a 6 4  x 6 4  photo-receiver array is used with R = 9 7% and Po = lOmw, then 
the power of the optical impulse detected by the first photo-receiver element is 0 . 5 mw, 
while the power of optical impulse detected by the 6 4th photo-receiver element is 0. 0 4 4  
mw. By combining the arbitrarily-weighted current impulses, an adaptive Finite Impulse 
Response (FIR) transversal RF filter is realized. The frequency response of the filter is 
given by: 
N-1 N-l [ J4 £2 + d2 ] H(w) = �
o
; �KvcsELPo( l - R)R
nGm ,n exp -jnw : (6.2) 
where � is the photo-receiver responsivity, Gm ,n is the current gain of the photo-receiver 
element (m, n) , and kvcsEL = OMD/I RF is the modulation response of the VCSEL 
elements, with OM D is the optical modulation depth and I RF is the input RF current 
modulating the VCSEL element. The weights of the current impulses generated by the 
photo-receiver elements associated with an optical cavity can be changed by adjusting the 
gains of those photo-receiver elements. 
Figure 6. 3 schematically illustrates the interface between the VECSEL/photoreceiver 
chip and the optical substrate and also illustrates the propagation of the optical beams 
inside the optical substrate. The VECSEL element generates the high-power VECSEL 
beam using an external reflector. The glass layer is used over the VECSEL/photoreceiver 
chip for protection. The DOE is a thin holographic film inserted between the VEC­
SEL/photoreceiver chip and the optical substrate. It comprises two sections. The first 
section is the VECSEL collimator, which is a hologram capable of collimating and steer­
ing VECSEL beam, while the second section (dashed) acts as a lens relay that prevents 
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the optical beam from diverging as it propagates within the cavity, and also maintains 
the beam diameter within an adequate range. The DOE can be appropriately coated to 
provide any desired reflectivity. As the cavity beam hits the DOE, a large portion of its 
power is reflected inside the optical cavity while a small fraction of its power is transmitted 
through the DOE and the glass layer and then detected by one of the photo-receivers. 
6.4 Gaussian beam correction within the cavity 
In order to design a reconfigurable RF filter with more flexibility, it is necessary to generate 
more taps within the cavity. Since the laser beam is a Gaussian beam, it will expand after 
it is transmitted in the cavity several times. The expanding beam will overlap each other 
on the photodetector arrays limiting the maximum number of taps. 
Figure 6 .4 shows the evolution of a gaussian beam as it propagates along the x-axis. 
When the Gaussian beam propagates in free space, its size and wavefront curvature vary 
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with x. The following equations describe the Gaussian beam radius w ( x) and the wavefront 
radius of curvature R (x) : 
w2 (x) = w2 ( 1  + ( AX ) 2) 0 
7rW2 0 
AX 2 R (x) = x ( l + (-2 ) ) 
7rWo 
(6.3) 
( 6 . 4) 
where w0 is the beam radius at x = 0 and A is the wavelength. In our design, it is assumed 
to be 0.85µm. 
To correct the wavefront of propagating beam, a DOE is used, which appropriately 
focuses the diverging beam and maintain its diameter within an acceptable range. Figure 
6. 5 shows the cavity structure and the optical path of a typical optical beam propagating 
within the cavity. 
For an input collimated Gaussian beam whose waist at the first photodetector is w0 , the 
cavity length is Lm , the relationship between the input beam waist size and the distance 
of the beam transmitted in the cavity without any corrections is shown in Figure 6 . 6 . It 
is obvious that if the input beam waist is small, its maximum working distance is short. 
For example, for wO = 0.0 5mm, the maximum working distance before which the beam 
waist increases by 10% is only 4.3 mm, whereas, for wO = 0.5mm, the maximum distance 
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Figure 6. 7 shows the maximum number of taps without beam equalization versus 
the input beam waist . For different relative beam size tolerance, which is defined by: 
r = � - 1.  It is shown that increasing the beam waist increases the maximum number of wo 
allowed taps. When the tolerance reduced, the maximum number of taps is significantly 
decreased , causing more DOE to be implemented. The correction DOE can be practically 
implemented using the curvature defined by Equation 6.4 .  
For a cavity length of Lm and a photoreceiver array of spacing d, the maximum steering 
angle Bm , of the DOE for the processor is : 
() 
. _1 2wo ( l  + r) m = sm 
2Lm 
(6.5) 
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6 . 5  Results 
6 .5 .1  Computer simulation 
Notch filter 
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Computer simulation were carried out to generate low shape factor tunable notch filter 
with minimum passband ripples by reconfiguring the gains of photoreceiver amplifiers of 
the MicroPhotonic filter. Results were focused on reconfiguring the photonic structure to 
realize a shape factor of less than 2, and multi-band notch RF filters objectives. Figure 
6 .8 (a) and (b) show the frequency response and the corresponding photodetector gain 
profile for a 6 4-cavity MicroPhotonic RF filter, respectively. The gain profile was optimized 
to generate a response of relative center frequency of 0 . 5 using Remez exchange algorithm. 
This results in maximum passband ripple of 0 . 2 4  dB and a shape factor as low as 2 at - 4 0 
dB. For a cavity length of 10 mm, the notch frequency is 5 GHz. 
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By designing filter structure with more taps, MicroPhotonic RF interference mitigation 
filter can be synthesized adaptively and the notch responses can cover a wide frequency 
band. 
Multi-band RF notch filter 
Generally, with the availability of several cavities of different lengths, one can synthesize 
a large number of taps with reconfigurable weights, allowing adaptive RF interference 
mitigation over a wide frequency band. 
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Figure 6.9: Tunable Dual-band MicroPhotonic RF interference mitigation filter response. 
For a cavity length of 10 mm, the notch frequency is 5 GHz. Figure 6 .9 (a) shows a 
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dual notch response synthesized with 6 4-tap 1 0  mm cavity, with the weights optimized 
to generate notches at 2. 5 GHz and 5. 7 5  GHz, whereas in Figure 6 .9 (b) the weights were 
optimized to generate notches at 2. 5 GHz and 7. 2 5  GHz. 
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Figure 6 . 1 0: Three-band MicroPhotonic filter responses. Tuning around 4. 7 5  GHz 
Figure 6 . 1 0  shows the frequency responses for a 1 6-cavity MicroPhotonic filter em-
ploying a 1 6  x 1 6  photoreceiver array. The gain profiles were optimized to tune a notch 
response at center frequency around 4. 7 5  GHz while synthesizing two fixed notches at 1 . 4 
GHz and 8.7 5 GHz. The length of the shortest cavity was assumed to be 1 0  mm. 
Figure 6. 1 1  shows the frequency responses for a 1 6-cavity MicroPhotonic filter em-
ploying a 1 6  x 1 6  photoreceiver array. The gain profiles were optimized to generate three 
fixed notches at center frequencies of 0. 7 GHz, 5 . 7 GHz and 8 . 2 GHz, and a tunable notch 
around 3 . 2 GHz. It is noted that the maximum passband ripples are less than 0. 2 5  dB and 
a shape factor as low as 2 at - 40 dB. This demonstrates the capability of the MicroPhotonic 
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RF filter to synthesize adaptive notch responses over a wide frequency band. 
BandPass filter 
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Figure 6.12 shows the responses of a multi-band bandpass filter of a 1 6-cavity MicroPho­
tonic filter employing a 16 x 16 photoreceiver array. The gain profiles were optimized to 
realize a double bandpass filter with the center frequencies of 2. 5 GHz and 7 . 7 GHz. By 
tuning the weights of taps, one of the passbands can be tuned to 5. 6 GHz. This demon­
strates the capability of the MicroPhotonic RF filter to synthesize adaptive bandpass 
responses over a wide frequency band. 
6.5 .2  The impact of noises 
It is important to note that the above simulation results do not include the noises gen-
erated by the VCSEL sources or the photoreceiver elements. To examine the impact 
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of  noise on the RF response of  the MicroPhotonic RF filter, we have added uniformly 
distributed random fluctuations to the output photocurrent expressed by the maximum 
relative photocurrent current fluctuations. Figure 6 . 13 shows the RF frequency responses 
of the MicroPhotonic RF filter with maximum photocurrent fluctuations of 0%, 1 % and 
2. 5%, respectively. It is obvious that for a photocurrent fluctuations of 1 %, the notch 
depth drops from 4 0  dB to 3 0  dB, whereas for a photocurrent fluctuations of 2. 5% the 
notch depth drops from 4 0  dB to 20 dB . Recent advances in low-noise photoreceiver ar­
rays [ 10 5] and low intensity noise VCSEL arrays [ 10 6] will enable the implementation of a 
MicroPhotonic RF filter with photocurrent fluctuations well below 1 % ,  making adaptive 
multi-band RF interference mitigation feasible. 
6 .5 .3  Experimental results 
To prove the principle of the MicroPhotonic filter, we built a 4-tap filter using 4 identi­
cal discrete Ortel 2 6 0 1B photoreceivers of bandwidth 200  MHz and optical fibers as RF 
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Figure 6. 13: RF frequency responses of the MicroPhotonic RF filter for maximum pho­
tocurrent fluctuations of 0%, 1% and 2. 5%, respectively. 
true-time delay lines. To obtain a notch centre frequency around 2 0 0  MHz, the incre­
mental optical fiber lengths were chosen to be 2 m, 4 m, and 6 m, as shown in Figure 
6. 14(a). Figure 6. 14(b) shows the measured and predicted normalized responses of the 
4-tap MicroPhotonic filter. The weights of the MicroPhotonic interference rejection filter 
were optimized to realize a notch depth of more than 3 5  dB. An excellent agreement be-
tween the measured and predicted frequency response for the MicroPhotonic interference 
rejection filter can be seen. Note that the slight discrepancy between the measured and 
predicted responses at high frequencies is due to the roll-off of the filter beyond 200  MHz. 
Preliminary optical design has been carried out where one input beam generated a 
4 x 6 spots array. Figure 6. 1 5  shows the experiment setup where an input beam is firstly 
split by an optical fiber splitter, each beam is collimated through an optical fiber collimate 
array, then to a designed glass whose thickness is 20 mm and the reflective index is 9 5%. 
An optical beam array can be generated and detected by an infrad-CCD camera. 
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Figure 6 . 16 shows a spot array generated by launching four, 5 0 0  µm diameter colli­
mated optical beams into a custom-made optical cavity of length 20  mm and mirrors of 
reflectivity 95% and 100%. This proves the capability of the MicroPhotonic RF filter to 
generate a spot array of delayed RF-modulated beams. It is obvious from Figure 6. 16 that 
the beams diverge as they propagate within the cavity, and that a DOE film is critical for 
generating longer RF delays. 
6.6  Conclusions 
A MicroPhotonic broadband RF interference mitigation processor that generates true-time 
RF delays to perform finite impulse response transversal filtering, has been presented. 
The novel MicroPhotonic structure integrates a photoreceiver array, a Vertical Cavity 
Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) array, and a multi-cavity optical substrate to realize 
a low-cost adaptive wideband RF interference mitigation filter. The center frequency 
and passband or notch position of the filter can be reconfigured agilely. Simulation results 
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have demonstrated the capability of the MicroPhotonic structure to realize high-resolution, 
tunable interference mitigation filter with a shape factor as low as 2 and passband ripples 
less than 0. 2 5  dB. We also discussed some design issues related to DOE film design. 
Chapter 7 
Conclusions and future work 
In this Chapter, we discuss the technical approaches to realize the proposed integrated 
MicroPhotonic reconfigurable RF signal processor. Future work which may be initiated 
from this work will also be covered in this_ Chapter. 
7 . 1  Technical approaches 
Key enabling technologies for the integrated MicroPhotonic reconfigurable RF filter are a 
laser array, a DOE array attached to the optical substrate used as a wavefront correction 
for the beam expanding, a microlenslet used to focus the beams to the photodetector and 
a focal-plane photodetector array which can realize the high speed detection. 
7. 1 . 1  VESCEL array 
In the proposed architecture, VESCEL array is used as the laser source. It is already a 
commercial product. The most recently reported electrically pumped tunable VCSELs 
[ 10 7] have a center wavelength of around 1 5 5 0  nm and a tuning range of more than 
3 0  nm, allowing flexible, reconfigurable implementations of high-speed optical networks. 
118 
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This is the highest tuning range that has been published to date for  electrically pumped 
long-wavelength VCSEL. The CW (continuous wave) output power at room temperature 
is higher than - 10 dBm. The VCSELs show a single-mode spectrum with a side-mode 
suppression of more than 4 0  dB. 
High-speed modulators are required for high speed signal encoding. Modulator and 
drivers working at 40 Gbit/s are now commercial available. 
7.1 .2  Photodetector array with diffractive optical element(DOE) 
The reported photodetector can work at 40 GBit/s. A new generation of integrated circuits 
combining both electronic and optical devices is developed by HRL Laboratories where 
the opto-electro integrated circuit (OEIC) receiver array uses InGaAs/InAlAs/InP HBT 
technology. 
Also several companies reported the product of 2-D integrated VESELs and detectors 
using different technical approaches such as monolithically integrate VCSELs and detectors 
depending on whether they have top or bottom emission and detection [ 108] or bump­
bonding technology (TeraConnect) . 
7. 1 .3  2D array technology 
Device designers are developing silica microlens that offer efficient coupling between optical 
fiber bundles and arrays of photodetectors, LEDs, or VCSELs. 
Reports from X anoptix show that the company commercializes a revolutionary new 
approach to semiconductor manufacturing: chip level direct die-to-die interconnection of 
integrated circuits. A highly manufacturable wafer scale micro-mechanical attachment 
processing to place multiple semiconductor die directly on top of silicon has been devel­
oped. The technique can be used to stack both silicon or compound semiconductors to 
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create Hybrid Integrated Circuits. The three dimensional stacking is possible. The process 
intimately combines large numbers of lasers, detectors and transistors with third-party sil­
icon ICs fabricated in a conventional foundry. The resulting chips offer high integration 
density, low cost and reduced power consumption. Figure 7 . 1 is the schematic diagram of 
the integration. 
Hybrid Integrated Cirtuit 
Siicon IC Wafer Hybrid IC Wafer 
Figure 7 . 1: Integration of different wafer 
Improvement of RF optoelectronic interfaces between the RF integrated circuit and 
optical discrete components will also improve the performance of optoelectronic devices 
for microwave applications, hence, it provides a more reliable and economical solution. 
7.2 Future work 
7 .2 .1  Implementation of the integrated MicroPhotonic wideband adap­
tive RF signal processing 
We have designed several architectures for integrated MicroPhotonic wideband adaptive 
RF signal processors . The approaches to integrate discrete optical components were an­
alyzed. To prove the concept of the proposed architectures, a small scale 2-D array of 
VCSELs and photodetector arrays are to be integrated with the optical substrate, there­
fore, more financial resources are required for full integration. 
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7.2 .2 Algorithms of reconfigurable photonic RF signal processor 
The algorithms for reconfigurable photonic RF signal processing have been developed. 
However, more user friendly algorithms need to be designed for commercial products. 
7.2 .3 Other applications 
The architectures we discussed in this thesis are suitable for many applications such as 
optical header recognition in packet switched optical networking, however, this is beyond 
the scope of the thesis. 
7.2.4 New methods for photonic RF signal processing 
New techniques for photonic RF signal processing are emerging. Photonic crystals rep­
resent a new frontier in the field of optics, providing foundation for novel micro-photonic 
devices and avenues for tighter integration of these devices into a photonic chip. Photonic 
RF signal processing using photonic bandgap devices will be explored and investigated. 
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